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Appendix A - The Aim
Do you agree with the Council’s aims to conserve, improve and invest
in Poole’s beaches?
Comments from those who agree with this statement – 313 comments.
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A good beach plus facilities encourages visitors and revenue
A great asset significantly under used outside summer
A major tourist attraction, hence extra revenue
A natural landmark that must be preserved for the future
A winter's pleasure for Poole's population, and a money spinner in the summer.
about time they were conserved
Access could be better by public Transport
Agree with Council's aim but suspect it will prove too expensive
All- round investment for the future
amenity for town and attraction for visitors
An important asset which brings in visitors
Any improvement will improve Poole, (stop dogs on Beach all year)
Any updates are welcome, if left things become dated
As a natural asset they need to be managed. supported for everyone’s benefit
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As a whole community we benefit from tourists who support the area thus we need to not
only look after and invest for local residents but also for business tourists.
As an ongoing legacy for future generations
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As stated they are one of our best assets - more beach huts and more facilities as outlined
in plan - excellent
Asset improvement = greater community appreciation and respect
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Available funds are always the limiting factor. New infrastructure and facilities needs to
blend in with the existing environment. We are not Blackpool!
Beaches are important part of Poole, place for rest and entertainment for many people and
tourists.
Beaches are one of Poole's greatest assets.
Beaches are part of key local infrastructure and should be maintained and improved.
Beaches are the town's prime assets
Beaches need to be conserved for future generations
Beaches not an important feature of our area.
Beaches promote the area and well being of residents
Beautiful area that deserves to be looked after
Beautiful soft golden sand. Views. Clean and fresh.
Beautiful, natural, local facilities that deserve to be improved and invested in
Because beaches attract tourism which makes money
Because it needs doing
Because it should not be allowed to run down loaded question
Because they are very good.

Because we are a seaside town and is one of our main attractions so we are in agreement
to update
Because we are well known for the cleanliness of them.
Because we need to attract people also we are looking after it for the next generation
Benefit to population
38 Benefits residents and tourists
39 best things about Poole is the beach!
40 Better services and facilities needed.
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Better toilet facilities, cleaner beaches..
Brings more tourism to the area.
But 1.25 million is already collected by beach huts
but no accommodation = damage = litter
But not year round at the risk of losing the natural beauty.
Can you stop the horde of cyclists?
Clean tidy brings in people
Conservation
Conserve but not spend money on new investment - not necessary.
Could do with improvement
currently very tired and tatty
Danger of being dwarfed by Bournemouth and overtaken by Weymouth as tourist
destination
Do not sell out/ off to (usual suspects) speculators/tycoons/developers. Rome was not built
in a day! or copy BMths failures and Quay and Town and Asda etc
Don't waste too much money. Be selective.
Encourage more visitors
Encourage tourism
Encourage tourism
Enhancement of the area
Especially if income generating
Excellent beaches, keep it up.
excellent for resident who use beaches and encourage more visitors
Excellent idea to conserve and improve a great resort
Excellent resource. Natural environment
Fair access to funds hopefully
For enjoyment
for leisure purposes if only walking the promenade
For the benefit of all
For the benefit of rate payers.
For the enjoyment of tourist and local people
For the future
For the future generations eg. my grandchildren
For the good of the people who use them
For the pleasure of people who use them
For visitors
Golden asset
Golden Assets
Good advert to encourage tourism.
Good for economy - but what about Hamworthy
Good for long term
Good for Poole and tourism
Good for tourism therefore brings money to the area
Good place to relax and enjoy air.
Great for tourism
Have more checks on dog fouling.
However, development needs to be sympathetic to the surroundings
I agree it is time to invest and modernise unattractive open areas
I agree that some areas look dated
I agree with the identified objectives and issues
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I believe they are the reason a lot of people live and visit Poole
I believe we have some of the best beaches in the world
I consider them a unique asset that should be developed.
I would support non commercial facilities so local people can enjoy - keep its low key
special charm
If it includes Hamworthy
If neglected will end up as a dumping ground
If only to clean regularly, ban all dogs all the time, useable toilets kept clean.
If the beaches are clean with good facilities - people will come back
If there is money in this pot to make changes
If there is no conservation and improvement decay sets in quickly and this reduces the
appeal to everyone
If you don't improve facilities the tourist trade will dry up
Important part of what makes Poole a nice place to live
Important to keep up with the times
Improved facilities will attract greater use.
Increased amenities and use
Investment in future tourist attractions
It brings people to the area
It encourages tourist
It gives families a healthy cheap day out, like my family had
It helps to bring money into town, with tourists visiting.
It is a big part of what Poole is (The Beaches)
It is a target for National /international visitors
It is an investment
It is essential for future tourism as well as for locals
It is good that Poole wants to extend and improve existing facilities, some of which are
currently quite old
It is important to care for our precious coastline in the best way.
It is main attraction for residents and tourists and must be improved.
It is one of Poole's best assets
It is our greatest asset
It needs it
It preserves a pleasant, desirable place to visit
It should be good for wheel chairs
It should be there for present and future generations, both local and visitors
It should encourage more holiday makers
It will attract tourist to the town
It will bring in more revenue
It would be good for tourism and the environment
It's a natural asset make the most of it.
It's a fantastic location, the potential in the facilities should be maximised
It’s a natural beauty, which brings revenue to Poole.
It's an asset that looks tired.
It's beautiful!
It's good for the environment and the residents
It’s not that bad now, but need to keep it good.
It's one of our greatest assets!
It’s one of Poole's most popular assets
It's our best asset!!
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It’s the best part of Poole.
It’s the best thing about Poole
It’s the future attractions
Keep as natural as possible - no gimmicks
Keep dogs off beaches
Keep it clean
Keep them clean.
keep up to date
Keep what we have - its priceless
Lovely beach that needs maintaining to a high standard
Made them more interesting
Main asset - needs maintaining
maintain existing high standard
Maintain tourist income for the town
Major attraction
Major attraction
Make a better bus service to beaches
Makes Boro' look tidy and loved and revenue
Makes Poole what it is. Big tourist attraction
More money invested by visitors to a clean and litter free holiday
More pleasant and enjoyable beach and relaxation area
More sports facilities and improvement are always welcome
More tourists means more money, means better living
must be good for the town
Must invest to keep Poole Beaches best in country
Natural beauty and is good for tourism.
Need to attract visitors
Need to continue to attract visitors and increase popularity
Needs dynamism to join the 21st century, to do that investment is needed. Go for it.
Nice beaches are an asset to Poole for residents and tourists
No dogs on beach all year for health’s sake especially children
Number one tourist draw
Obvious necessity
One of best stretches of sandy beaches in country
one of Poole's biggest assets
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Our beaches are a wonderful asset which we must ensure they are here for our children
and grandchildren
Our main asset and tourist attraction
Our main recreational area.
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Particularly as our beaches are nominated as the best in Britain and fourth best in Europe
(recent survey of general public)
Parts of beach need major improvement showers/toilets/cafes
Pleasurable i.e. cleanliness etc.
Poole bay and beaches are a great place and excellent views
Poole biggest asset

Poole has the most beautiful beaches in the UK, popular with tourists and residents and
179 they need to be kept
180 Poole is a popular holiday resort. Improvements would enhance what is a beautiful resort.
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Poole is one of the most beautiful beaches in the world in its natural state, but could and
should be modernised
Poole is renowned for its beaches - they need looking after
Poole relies greatly on tourism so our beaches need to be looked after
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Poole's beaches are a major asset to the town. New and refreshed facilities and
environment would encourage more usage and potential revenue increase.
Poole's beaches are unique in so many different ways
Poole's best assets, and probably one of UK'S best assets!
Poole’s coastline is a haven for wildlife and is of natural beauty
Poole's greatest asset
Probably Poole's biggest asset for visiting holiday makers
Promote tourism
Provision of amenities (in all weathers) is vital
Seems a good idea
Seems a good plan
So future generations can take pleasure in our wonderful landscape
So that we can enjoy a pleasant time when down there
Some areas need improvement old buildings
Some areas need updating, tidying up, not necessarily improving
Some facilities are in need of updating
Some upgrading of facilities and extra seating
Such a stunning asset should be projected for future generations.
Surely this can only be a good think
The beach should be conserved and kept clean
The beaches add to Poole's popularity
The beaches are a major attraction available for all
The beaches are a vital factor in the quality of life in Poole and are accessible to all.
The beaches are an attraction to visitors.
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The beaches are good for family recreation. They are also instrumental in generating funds
through tourism
The beaches are Poole Tourism's biggest asset
The beaches are the life blood of Poole and need to be kept on top
The beaches are the main holiday attraction
The beaches are the main leisure centre for residents and visitors alike
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The beaches are vital in encouraging visitors and local residents to enjoy the natural nature and council resources.
The beaches attract visitors who spend money
The beaches need all of the above for future years usage
The beaches were here before us. They are part of our environment and our lives.
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The better the improvement etc in Poole Beaches, the more people will visit and enjoy
what is on our doorstep.
The facilities need updating and it will bring more business to the area.
The last jewel in Poole's crown... a beautiful open space, unspoilt by theme park style
attractions.
The main asset of the area and why people come to live and visit here.
The most important areas in Poole are the beaches
The sand at Shore Road is not good very stoney
The towns greatest natural asset
There are one of the main tourist destinations.
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These beaches are an asset to Dorset and the UK. Conservation and investment will bring
wealth in nature and money.
They are a beautiful asset for Poole people to enjoy. Let's keep them that way.
They are a good asset to Poole.
They are a great asset
they are a great place to visit/live by.
They are a priceless resource and need protecting for future generations.
They are a tourist attraction
They are a tourist attraction.
They are a vital asset to the economy of Poole
They are a wonderful aspect of the town for residents and visitors alike.
They are a wonderful natural amenity

They are an essential part of Poole and we should be proud of how they look and how they
attract visitors
They are an essential part of the economic and leisure needs of the area.
They are great part of Poole identity
They are not utilised enough
239 They are one of Poole’s biggest assets
240 They are our main attraction
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They are representative of this beautiful part of the country attracting local residents and
visitors every year, also benefiting the local economy.
They are the best in the country
They are the best in the UK and need to remain that way
They are the unique selling point for Poole.
They are very important areas which should be improved, cared for and conserved
They attract visitors
They have been greatly improved. Well done!
They need improvement
They need improving and modernising
They need up dating
They're one of the main attractions of the area.
They're very beautiful. Wouldn't like to see too much commercialism
Things must not stagnate
Think all areas to befit Poole - taste for the good things in life i.e. family & nature
This is our jewel and main attraction
To attract visitors to the area
To bring in tourists to enhance Poole's economy.
To bring tourists that will spend money in the area.
to conserve and improve nature's way
To conserve the natural environment
To encourage holiday visitors
To encourage locals and holiday makers to visit
To encourage people to come and enjoy this beautiful area and to spend their money here.
To encourage tourism & revenue
To encourage visitors but a different experience to that in Bournemouth - see Q8
To ensure its there and used by future generations.
To give our children the beaches in the future.
To go with the times we live in
To improve public facilities
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To increase income from visitors improve facilities for local residents
To invest in beaches is a way to increase returning visitors.
To keep Poole beautiful
To keep the areas with the time, but keeping tradition
To keep them up to standard.
To keep up with continental standards it all needs updating and attractive for visitors.
To maintain and enhance the amenities for residents and visitors
To maintain Poole's reputation for excellent clean beaches.
To maintain standards
To make them more accessible
To remain some of the leading beaches there is a need to keep improving
To retain the beautiful coastal area
Tourism (big income) For locals a very beautiful spot to enjoy
Tourism and its advantages
Tourism and local community
Tourism encourages revenue.
Tourism income - enjoyment for all
Tourism is a major part of Poole's economy

Tourism is important to the local economy and with the increase in houses with little
outdoor space the beach is important to emotional well-being
Tourism; Recreation for local residents including sports and children's amenities
Tourists
Update and preserve attractions and natural open space
292 V. important to do this in a controlled / monitored way
293 Vital for maintaining local economy and conservation.
294 Vital for the economic interest
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We are so lucky to have beautiful beaches let’s look after them and encourage local people
to use them
We have beautiful beaches and they should be conserved. They also bring investment
from holiday makers
We have such lovely beaches for families and friends to walk along
We have the best in the country so let’s keep them
We rely heavily on tourism
We should all take pride in all areas of beauty spots and beaches.
Whets the alternative - no visitors?
Where better to spend time when free
Where necessary for improvement.
Whilst our blue flag beaches are superb in peak season some of the facades require
updating.
With air travel now so expensive, I feel l more people will stay in UK
With more holidays at home we need to keep our beach facilities up to a high standard.
Yes as they need improvement but not over development
Yes because it is our only golden ticket
Yes But not by radically reversing their fundamental characteristics - established over 20th
Century.
Yes it is an area we should be proud of
Yes it will keep the place looking nice
Yes to conserve and invest but not increase the range of facilities which may spoil the
natural beauty.
You always need to be moving forward, never static
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Comments from those who do not agree with the aims – 30 comments.
Agree with conservation but not improve & invest through commercialisation. We have
beautiful beaches just as they are.
Agree with updating what is already there but don't agree with over -commercialising and
cluttering the beach
As a Poole resident I should get free parking
Because it will probably absorb council tax funds
Bins for rubbish not emptied.
Conserve - yes Improve - No I think beaches are unlikely to be 'improved' by actions of Poole
Council
Conserve and maintain but it doesn't need the kind of improvements suggested
conserve: yes. improve: no. nothing needed but to maintain existing toilets etc.
Far more items to spend ratepayers money on
I agree in part - conservation is crucial - but the commercial emphasis of the council's plan is,
frankly, appalling
I doubt it will be cost effective. Why spend the money if people come anyway?
I'm not sure. The leaflet only skims items
Investment is fine, but it should not drain scarce resource from other important more mundane
areas (eg Arts, Transport)
It will lead to too much commercialisation and building leave the beaches as they are - just
improve existing facilities
Leave them unspoilt by "attractions" but keep them clean, no dogs no jet skis on beaches.
Money is needed elsewhere
Not entirely sure that it needs much changing too much change will spoil its natural beauty
Not sure what they wont to do
Not while you are charging someone on pension credit for the green bin collection - priorities
please
Only agree with some
Seems to be too much building work.
This is a sound aim but the council cannot be trusted to do this well.
Too many signs being erected . Eyesore.
Too much commercial ventures take away the natural look
Too much formality
Uncomfortable about commercialisation i.e. hotels. There are sufficient hotels. Do not ruin the
natural asset that attracts visitors.
Yes and no depends on costs and who pays for the investment
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Do you want Poole’s Beaches to have different areas for different
activities?
Comments from those who answered yes – 285 comments.
Comment
1
2
3
4

A variety of choices can bring a variety of visitors - see answer about bringing in finance etc.
Activities for families separate from 'teenage' activities
Activities on the beach can affect those people who just want to peacefully use it.
Activities should be moved around ie beach polo wind fest
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Activity areas give people the option of which part of beach to go to. Some people don't want to
be active.
Aiming for specific functions will provide focus
All year round attractions would be good.
Allows a choice and areas to avoid if you want to relax
Although this is already being achieved across the week and across the day

areas for sports and playing games, quiet areas for people to chill out, and areas for dog walkers
10 to enjoy the beach
11 Areas should have their own identities. People will know what area to go for different activities
12 As a dog owner I like to be able to take my dog to the beach all year around
As a dog walker I approve of dogs being banned from some beaches for some of the year, but
13 they should not be banned completely.
14
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As I have elderly infirm relatives to take it's better if I know where the areas of interesting
activities are
As it will be better to central
As long as some are left natural
As long as they are not too regulated - eg all ball games in one area - not too defined
As per proposals
BBQs, games, relax
Beach volleyball - protect people not good of balance
Because by advertising visitors will get to know what beaches to go to also residents
because dogs should be keep to one spot
Because they can interfere and distract each other eg dogs, cyclists, children
Because you need to be able to lay peacefully in the sun without a ball landing on you.

Being disabled and unable to cope with many access places , dogs and energetic activity we
25 need flat safe area and usable parking
26 better
27 Better control and quality
Better economic use of resources which can also get more revenue from some underused parts
28 of the beach.
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Bike Hire, Children's play spaces, water taxi from Poole Quay, sport facilities, showers at Shore
Road, Benches on promenade
Boat launching - safety for swimmers
Boats and boards away from swimming areas
But 'Activities' may impose on other (family) users.
But must be contained so as not to spoil the beach for ordinary use
By creating different areas of interest will maintain interest
can avoid activities you do not wish to see or join in re polo, weddings, volley ball
Car parking very difficult for popular events to none interested
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centres the activity so that people can play football/volleyball in a specific place rather than in
among families
Children, teenagers, sport loving adults have different needs
Children need safe areas
Children's area
Choice.
Choose where to be and what to do.
Could attract users to quieter areas over a longer session.
Could be more economic
could offer more specialised help if centralised
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Dependent on the activities offered, but flexibility needs to be maintained and all groups catered
for.
Different activities attract different age groups
Different age groups and abilities have different needs
Different attractions attract different people
Different beaches attract different types ages of visitors
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Different beaches lend themselves to different activities, what is good for the people of Poole.
Different character at each spot.
Different people and ages want different things to do
diversity, old and new don’t necessarily mix
dog walking etc
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Dogs must only allowed in clearly specified areas so that people who don't own dogs know the
areas to avoid
Dogs should be closely controlled with effective monitoring (currently not the case)
Dogs should be kept away from most beaches
Dogs should be prohibited
Dogs. restriction of jet skis & they should be made to be used much further out to sea
don’t like beach polo because of mess, noise and loss of atmosphere
Each beach area different areas to attract different groups
Each beach has a different identity.
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Each beach has different characteristics to offer diverse activities to all visitors and their
potential should be optimised.
enjoy the dog - specific areas
Evenly distribute facilities, nothing should dominate
Everyone can do then whatever they want without being a nuisance to anyone else.
Facilities need updating
family areas leave peaceful areas for others
Focus on supervised activities and introduce new activities
For public safety
for safety in summer to keep active and sedentary visitors separate
Give identify to pacific areas. Encourage use of lesser visited areas.
Gives a choice to locals who live in Poole
Gives chance for different users / interests to enjoy
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Gives everybody the opportunity to enjoy different activities without intruding on others
enjoyment.
Gives them an identity/ easier for visitors/creates variety and interest
Good area for dog walking
Good branding for out of towners
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80 Good for all meetings and social events
81 Good to avoid dog poo. Fun to watch polo/volleyball
Historically different and unique and established and beautiful/restore and keep best and update
82 rest that has been starved of cash by Council
83 I am very happy with the football pitch
I enjoy the quieter areas such as Canford Cliffs and Branksome in peak season, however also
use the facilities at Sandbanks and Shore Road for the children off season. I think each segment
84 as per the brochure should have a different attraction.
I feel there is a growing need to expand what we as a borough offer - to do that we may need to
try some things that don’t work - but some will and we can then expand on them for the benefit
85 of all
I have a dog, I don’t want to annoy those who prefer 'no dogs' but as a 'good owner' with a
86 trained dog I resent the few locals who regularly complain
I think that some "quiet" areas should be preserved as "quiet" for those who simply enjoy the
87 areas for that reason, such as walkers.
88 I think the ideas sound great
89 I think this would help all visitors and residents to get the best out of their visit.
I would be nice to have areas for different activities and maybe areas where people can go if
90 they want to be away from kids.
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If there is a need for various sports such as volley ball then areas should be reserved for these
so people can get used to their presence and go elsewhere should they want a quieter time.
If this caters for the diverse requirements of visitors
If you stop dogs fouling the beach)
I'm too old for ceaseless bad music.
Improve the enjoyment factor for all ages.
In order that one persons activity does not interfere with others enjoyment
In the interest of safety
It give families friends with children to look forward to at each chine
It gives definition to an area and prevents all beach areas being dominated by activities

It is important to consider the different needs of age-groups, especially as Poole is considered
100 by many outside the Borough to be a 'retirement haven' (though not exclusively!)
It is off-putting and intimidating to have groups of people playing ball games amongst family
101 groups and sunbathers.
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
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111
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It is useful to eg have separate areas for swimming and boating. I think there are enough events
already - more would spoil it.
It must not be over developed
It stops things interfering with other people, if you don’t like whets there you go elsewhere
It will encourage more visitors and locals to use the beaches more often
It will identify clearly areas for private relaxation
It would appeal to more people
It would be better to have quiet areas, busy areas, children zones etc
It would be good to have a ball games area so there would also be a quieter area
it would be less disruptive
It would be lovely for children also nice for elderly.
It would encourage people to use different beaches instead of staying at the same one

It would make sense to identify particular areas that would lend themselves to particular
113 activities
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115
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it's a good idea, so it suits the needs of all
It’s dangerous to have kite surfing, fishing, or jet skis near swimmers
Jet skiers are noisy and dangerous and use should be limited to less popular areas.
Jet skis are a pain. Might encourage 'wild' swimming
Keep activities separate rather than overcrowd.
Keep dogs away from non-dog owners.
Keep the idiots on jet skis etc. far enough away so we don't need to see or hear them.

Keep volleyball etc in one area so not to disrupt people relaxing on the beach. All sporting in one
121 area so people know where to go.
Keeping ball games in one area appears a good idea. Noise should therefore be kept to a
122 minimum in other areas
123 Kids and families need activities, nature and nature lovers need theirs too.
Kite surfing and windsurfing access needs to be separate from beach users for safety. Boat
124 access also would be good
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

kitesurfing is quite hazardous so best kept to limited areas; dogs best kept to certain areas so
you can choose to be on a non-dog beach.
Less chance of being upset by others activities
Less interference to those who just want to relax.
Like the children’s play areas, and the outside gymnasiums
Mainly for safety
makes it more interesting and easy to avoid less desirable land uses!
Makes sense
makes sense to free it up
Making it a safer beach for families.
more children’s areas perhaps splash pools or similar
more dog free
More dog friendly zones, and no-smoking on most beaches
More for kiddies
more interest for everyone
More interest things to do.
More use for disabled people

141
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145
146

Motorised Water Sports should be segregated from general beach recreational/swimming areas
Need to appeal to all ages, all year
Need to increase focus
Needs of families, sports people and elderly are different
Needs safe areas for children
No dogs

Noisy activities would spoil the experience for someone who just wants to relax, dogs would
147 annoy someone who is wanting to picnic in peace.
148 Not all users want the same thing - to create choice and options
Not everyone likes the same things so try to create something to benefit most relaxing and
149 activity
150
151
152
153

Not everyone wants others doing activities next to them. It may even spread the number of
people in the summer.
Nothing worse than having people playing volleyball whilst laying down on the beach
Older people and children want quieter spots
only for safety
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Only for sport in a small area. We want to be able to enjoy all our beaches with the young
children.
Otherwise can be confused and noisy
Overall it makes it easier to choose the type of beach day wanted.
Overlapping can lead to conflicts
People can choose which area is best for their requirements.
People have different needs dependent on lifestyle age and family commitments
people would then be aware of specific areas i.e. dog walkers etc
Play areas for the young, no dogs for those who dislike having to put up with the mess
Please everybody.
Please retain dog walking facilities - much aligned sector!
possibly but not sure
Powered craft should not be allowed onto beaches
present situation acceptable
Preserves standards already reached
progress - change
Protected swimming areas for safety
Providing areas for specific activities is more effective
Providing that access is available for everyone.
Quiet family area and sport areas
Safer for children etc.
Safety - enjoyment for everyone
Safety and quality of experience of beach
Safety for children rather more physical activities
Safety reasons

Safety reasons for some activities, greater possibility of peace and quiet for others, making
178 equipment available eg for football or volleyball
179 Sailing where people are swimming
180
181
182
183
184
185

Sandbanks and Shore Road are more for tourist and sports. It's good to keep some beaches for
quieter family spaces.
Segregate all sports activities especially cycling
Segregate ball playing and have safe areas for children
Segregate the tourists! (+dogs)
Separate dog walking beach good, areas for volleyball & football also good.
Separate adult activities from families
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194

Shore Road attracts a younger crowd and requires different facilities to say Canford Cliffs which
attracts families prob. best not to pigeon hole it too much.
Smokers to be separated. Also young children
So a wide range of groups can visit a quality attraction.
So everyone can enjoy all kinds of activities on the beach without annoying other people
So everyone can enjoy their own 'thing'
So everyone can enjoy their own thing without impingement
So people can have a choice
So some parts kept quiet and 'unspoilt'
So that activities of certain group do not influence others

So that people aren't put off from going if a certain activity that they didn't like was taking place
195 across the whole beach.
So that people can enjoy the beach without being disturbed by an activity they don't want to be
196 involved in.
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197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

So that the elderly don’t get upset by dogs
So that they do not conflict with one another
So there is an area for everyone to enjoy without being annoying to other users.
So those that want peace and rest can get it and those who want activities can have them.
So we have livelier areas and quieter beaches and family beach.
so you can choose quiet areas if you prefer
So you can find a quiet area
So you can go to different beaches
So you can go to the area you most want to be in with the activities. e.g. kids area
So you don't get in the way of games of pace for BBQs etc
So you know what is there and exactly where
so you know what to expect when going to that beach
Some activities are not good for swimmers e.g. surfing, jet skies, boats, canoes
Some activities conflict
Some activities could be dangerous

212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

Some activities interfere with others enjoyment of just sitting on the beach. Beach polo is a
nuisance to all but those involved. Beach volleyball, for instance, is not.
Some activities just don't mix, beach soccer and sunbathing for example.
Some areas could be more child friendly.
some areas should be kept free from noisy activities
Some beaches should be kept for families especially Branksome Chine.
some beaches should be left in a more natural state than others
Some choose to sit and relax others prefer active activities
Some dog free areas in the winter. Dogs and young children don't mix.
Some for sport perhaps or other activities?
Some natural areas should be conserved
Some people just want quiet time and enjoy looking at the view without interruption.
Some people like to see activity, whereas others like just to relax
Some people want peace and quiet. Some want activity
Some physical activities may cause annoyance to older users.
Something for all ages and abilities with plenty of seating to admire the views
Something for everyone, and no-one should get annoyed.
Sometimes you need activities as children get bored.
Space 'attractions' to provide an 'adventure trail'

Specific areas for ball games/ areas for dog walking/ family areas to cater successfully for more
230 people
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

Sporting activities interfere with people just wanting to relax and enjoy the environment with their
families and friends. Dogs are a pest.
Spread out - across the different areas so all beaches have useStops people being disturbed by balls and dogs
Surely you will have a clumsy mix of attractions if you don't
The length of the promenade could be utilized for different activities
Then if you want piece and quite you’re not being run down by sports.
Then you don’t get disturbed by other activities
There is enough room for all forms of recreation along the beaches
There is plenty of room to accommodate different tastes
There is then something for everyone.

There should be the opportunity for people to enjoy different activities without disturbing or being
241 disturbed by others
242 This way it can cater for all tastes more effectively
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243 this will enable all of the beach areas to be used and not be overcrowded in one area
This will help to spread the number of people rather than congregate at the access points for
244 parking and cafes etc
245 This would allow age groups not to upset one another i.e. teenagers high jinx next to OAPs
246 This would allow selection for activities and leisure by all ages.
This would enable visitors to indulge in individual experiences be it watching sport or just
247 relaxing in a quiet area
248 This would reduce the conflicts that arise due to overcrowding.
Those that want a quiet time on the beach need not be disturbed by those that want
249 entertainment.
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268

Those who want the peace and quiet can have it and those who want sports or whatever can
also have that.
To accommodate different tastes/ requirements
To align resources with needs, eg. shower for sports.
To avoid aggravation by conflicting interests
To avoid conflict ie. keep kite/board sailors off the main beach
To cater for different leisure interests and activities
To enable
To enable everyone to enjoy them - bathers, windsurfers, etc
To ensure activities are correctly located
to give as much better activities for younger people
To give people of all demographics somewhere to enjoy
To help prevent accidents between the different users - eg kite surfers and swimmers
To help prevent overcrowding in one area.
To isolate different beach user types and reduce likelihood of conflict
To keep active and quiet area so everyone can enjoy them
To keep any sporting activities separate from quieter areas
To keep young children away from teens and early twenties
To maintain different options for different groups
To provide more fully for visitors different interests

to respond to numerous requirements of different needs, To demonstrate competition with
269 BMTH and other areas such as Swanage
270 To separate sun bathers from the beach sports people
271 To suit all personal needs
272 To suit and enhance existing activities - barbeque areas need improving. volleyball and others
273 Traditional seaside attractions e.g. donkeys could prove a strong visitor attraction.
274 Unique idea as long as it doesn't affect general use
275
276
277
278
279

Volley ball area great. If we do not like it we go elsewhere for peace and quiet. Young people
like to be active.
Volleyball. Dogs. There should be something for all.
We all need something different
We are all different
When set up for an activity it can stay set up.

Would be good for surfing and kite surfing to have a specific area. Very important to keep beach
280 area for naturists.
Would let parents know where it safe to let children play without getting hurt by frisbee's and
281 balls
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Yes and no for certain activities then yes But could cause problems for activities competing for
282 the best space available
283 yes as long as they are still available for all beach visitors
Yes for dog walkers, but the depending how much beach and where would determine whether I
284 agree or not.
285 Yes, for parking reasons. Dog owners, quiet areas, children's areas etc

Do you want Poole’s Beaches to have different areas for different
activities?
Comments from those who answered don’t know – 38 comments.
Comment

Code

I am not aware that it would enhance the beach, but if there were
1 dedicated areas for sports/activities, it might encourage better use

better use

Only if it was at certain times of the year, so that people can still
2 enjoy the beach quietly

certain times - quiet

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

There should be a cycle lane on the promenade - cyclists currently
weaving in and out of pedestrians as numbers of both increase out
of season.
What sort of activities!
It depends on the activities offered
Depends on the activity
depends on activities
Depending on restrictions
Would be good to have somewhere for disabled

cycling
depends on activities
depends on activities
depends on activities
depends on activities
depends on restrictions
Disabled

Some areas are better for certain activities, but being too specifically
10 allocated could put people off using them.

do not exclude

Possibly - unsure whether this would be a good idea - not good if by
doing this it excluded others, for instance dog walkers, keep fit
11 enthusiasts etc
12 I wouldn't want to feel excluded from any part of the beach

do not exclude
do not exclude

I would like to see various activities on all the beaches but can
13 appreciate that dogs should be confined to one beach
14 Don't want no go areas - depends on usage

dogs
don’t want no go areas

Beach should be used flexibly. Designated areas could mean some
15 being underused at some busy periods.

flexible

I think we should restrict things like speed boats and water scooters
16 and they are dangerous and harmful to the environment

jet skis

I haven't given it much thought but somewhere to swim without fear
17 of getting hit by a jet-ski sounds appealing

jet skis

Better to have freedom to go wherever but I can see the need to
18 confine jet skis to a particular area.

jet skis

If investment in 'commercial tourism' (e.g. high ropes, beach bars on
19 sand) segregate it so there are still areas of natural beauty
20 More interesting to visit

keep areas of natural beauty
More interesting

Architecture and building material to reflect natural environment and
21 use beach itself.
22 Don't think so as you would have to visit diff areas to do things

natural environment
no

17

The beach is fun to relax and play but too much noise might be off23 putting
24 Not sure as it may be difficult to separate

noise
not sure

It is nice to have various activities going on to keep children and
adult entertained, but not sure whether different areas are needed
25 for different activities.

not sure

26
27
28
29
30
31

Intentions not understood : existing controls appear to satisfy locals
& visitors
pro's and con's for both arguments.
I don't know quite what this would involve.
The beaches should be free and open to all.
beaches I believe are for swimming
It could make sense

not sure
not sure
not sure
open to all
other
other

I like the beaches as they are and don't know if 'activities' would
32 spoil them.
33 Fine as they are

other
other

Not sure that I would want to be influenced by a specific activity as to
34 what part of the beach I visit.
35 Would people keep to it?

other
other

Specific activities take up large areas of beach and wouldn't be
36 practical at say Branksome Chine.

practicalities

Does the council know which might be the most popular and will the
37 infrastructure cope - parking facilities

question

I'm not sure I want to be restricted from certain parts of the beach
but in some cases, e.g. for safety looking at restricting some
38 activities to some areas may be worth considering.

safety
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Do you want Poole’s Beaches to have different areas for different
activities?
Comments from those who answered no– 110 comments.
Comment
1 A beach is a beach, let's keep it that way. Simple and financially sound.
A beach should be able to be used by anyone for any activity that does not disrupt
2 others' use.
3 Accessibility for all.
Activities are best suited where the sand areas are the largest and car parking is at the
4 greatest capacity.
Activities should be in one area so that those not wishing to take part can enjoy the
5 beach away from the noise of the activity
6
7
8
9
10

All areas of the beach should be available for use by everyone - especially council tax
payers.
All areas should be accessible to everyone.
All areas should be available for all residents
All of Poole's beaches should be available and accessible to everyone to enjoy.
All our beaches should be for the benefits of all people

11
12
13
14
15
16

As long as people are mindful of others, they should be able to enjoy the beaches as
they want to.
Beach sports only needs different area
Beaches are a family area and should be for all
beaches are for all tastes and interests
Beaches are for 'being on a beach'
Beaches are for everyone to enjoy.

17
18
19
20
21
22

Beaches have different identities but equally they belong and should be available to
everyone.
Beaches should be kept for relaxing and swimming and open to all
Beaches should be used by and accessible to all.
Because I would like to be able to use whichever bit of the beach I want
Because it shouldn't be sectionalised keep them together
Becomes too prescriptive, like things to be more easy going.

Better to have a mixture of ages and interests to improve generational interactivity 23 prevents monopoly of any one group
Breaking up seafront into activity zones might hugely dilute the palpable unity of its
24 pleasurable simplicity.
25 Concentration of activity could spoil areas and downgrade others.
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Conservation and management of these developments will be an issue - some can look
scruffy
Different activities could mean exclusions
Diversity is good - although 'dog free' areas are good
Don't segregate communities
Don’t wish for segregation. The beach is for everybody at anytime
Each area is different so you do well to continue what you do
Families all enjoy different activities but are usually together on a beach.
Free access to all at all times
Happy with it at present
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41

I believe it is better to have a flexible approach.
I feel that it will spoil the beaches if made too commercial
I feel that the beach is a place where families can relax and enjoy a healthy swim
I just want the beaches to be beaches
I like it as it is
I like them how they are
I like where I go as it is

I see no reason for it - the beaches have always been there and people have used them
as they want. There are enough rules and regulations around so I think that the
42 beaches should be free for all to use as they want.
I think a beach should be able to accommodate everyone, whatever they wish to do.
People should be free to wander as they wish without worrying about coming off the
43 beach to walk round special areas. Part of the attraction is the sheer length of the beach
44 I think beaches are for sunbathing and children’s leisure.
45 I think it is good that everyone mixes in
I think it is interesting to see I get in different activities without having to travel across
46 town to a particular beach. There is plenty of space
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

I think it would cause problems and conflict with the idea of a casual day on the beach
I think people should feel comfortable visiting any area of beach.
I think they are doing well under the present mode of operation.
I want an open continuous beach, for all to enjoy
I want the beach to stay a beach not a "multi-activity" area
I would find the activities allocated not required by me
If it is in different areas most visitors see it.

If you are lucky enough to get a beach hut then you want the opportunity to enjoy
54 everything
55
56
57
58

It depends how the 'areas' are designated for activities. More control over speeding
cyclists and dog owners please
It is fine as it is.
It is nice not to be governed by constant rules
It often is a disturbance

It's a beach!! People visit the beach to walk, swim, sun-bathe and picnic, not to use zip 59 wires, the gym, or tree -top studios
60 It's been the same for years. No point in spending money for the sake of change.
61
62
63
64
65

It's too divisive, contractual & more likely to lead to confrontational situations between
activity groups
Keep it as it is doesn't need to get any busier.
Keep it natural. Dont concrete over .
Leave well alone
Makes areas inappropriate for many users or unattractive

66
67
68
69
70
71

Mixed activities preferable assuming normal safety constraints are applied i.e. build
access lanes where needed for boats.
Much nicer to keep the beaches clear
No = Blue flag's so why change too much!
No because people will only go to particular areas for one reason
No need for numerous activities except temporary during months May to Sept.
No why?
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72 Not particularly see above comment
73 not really - I think age groups will stay in particular areas
Not really, I understand the dog antipathy by some, but would rather penalise poor
74 owners
once you start breaking up the beaches into sections for different activities people will be
put off going as they may have to find different parking etc., I think the beaches do very
75 well as they are
People need to share things - this includes the beach (apart from kite surfers, as danger
76 with ropes etc)
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

People using the beaches need to be aware that their behaviour affects and impinges
on others, and should moderate their behaviours accordingly.
polo at Sandbanks yes - for the well off
Position is good as it stands - swimming marked areas good.
Prefer free choices - suitable for all the family / tourists
Present system works well.
remain as they are please, it works!
Residents should be largely free to use the facilities as they are
Same 'rights' for all.
See above - though children's "safe" swimming play areas very desirable

86
87
88
89
90
91

See answer above, there are already too many signs etc spoiling the natural beauty
Should be for all to enjoy
Should be shared by all legal uses
So long as it’s safe then no problems
Sometimes a natural beauty should remain uncluttered.
Sounds like a good idea but do not wish to restrict access.

Space for ball games separate so people don't get hit. Space for dogs to go free and
92 swim with their owners. BBQ areas.
Such areas should not interfere with "normal" primary uses - namely relaxing,
93 sunbathing and swimming.
94 The beach is a natural environment no need to complicate it
95 The beach is attractive and people manage to use it for all sorts of activities anyway
96 The beaches are perfect as they are - please don't mess about with them
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

The beauty of such an expanse of open space is that people can be creative and use it
as they wish.
The continuous stretch of coastline/beach should not be restricted, but open to all.
There is already segregation of the dog-permitted areas and that's too much.
There would be too much segregation if areas were defined
They are fine as they are.
To costly
Too difficult to enforce
Too segregating. ( Apart from the dog friendly bit which we use)
Use the beach as a beach
We don't want ghettoes we want a unified public experience.

107
108
109
110

We inherited these beautiful beaches from our forefathers. The beaches should all
remain open to everyone to enjoy naturally.
We should have freedom to do what we wish without the council deciding things.
Will limit where many people wish to sit
With exception of jet skis - these should be restricted to unpopulated areas.
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What do you like about the ideas – 181 comments
Many people listed the ideas from the leaflet, which have been coded to
categories and listed. These comments explain more about why they like
the ideas.
1

A sky cafe projecting beyond the cliff edge giving panoramic views of the bay providing
prices are not exorbitant!

2

A water taxi from Poole Quay would help with congestion in peak season. More beach huts
for short term lets would be useful for visitors and locals

3

About time Poole utilised its resources at the beach all ideas are reasonable. Please do not
increase amusement arcades.
Accessibility, it’s difficult to get to the beaches in the busy season.
agree there should be more to do on bad weather days also more toilet and shower
facilities and more beach huts should be provided with priority given to local people first as
they are the ones paying council tax
All have merit which are affordable which are likely to attract most people.

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

All ideas are in theory good but when we British start these ideas off they are reasonable
but usually become about control and money making. There needs to be MUCH more
choice of restaurants on the beach and a much more competitive attitude, keep people
All of them. It's time to rejuvenate Poole's 'Jewel in the Crown'.
Any that do not involve a significant increase in expenditure.
Anything that encourages a more active lifestyle.
Anything that generate income good idea as long as it’s used to keep beaches in good
condition.
Area - arranged on specific times and days then are areas which can be avoided
back to a natural look - like sandbanks used to be
Beach access - especially for the disabled/elderly.
Better areas to sit, Beaches to retain their traditional seaside appeal, not to be made too
commercialised.
Better transport connections - including by boat and more car parking
Building being made to fit in with their surroundings.
Conservation of unspoilt natural environment (unlike some resorts abroad).
Conserve the beautiful natural environment
Conserving and improving has to be the way to go in order to encourage tourists but this
has to be done in a tasteful way.
Conserving as its important to preserve whets already there
Conserving natural environment upgrading infrastructure
Conserving the beautiful natural environment.
conserving the natural and beautiful environment whist providing modern and inviting
facilities for all
Could be scope for a - landmark building, perhaps a gallery/art museum with a cafe and
activity hire underneath. Water taxi - better transport options probably needed.
Cycle hire and buses from Creekmoor and Civic Centre car parks with proper cycle lanes
not just a line on the road that are missing on Evening Hill. Fine cars that park on cycle
lanes
desperately need shower facilities at Branksome Chine on the prom, more
benches/seating, more beach huts (multi-level) on leases for less than a lifetime or two!
Develop proposals for future land use
developing the different activities of the beaches. Better designs for benches and tables,
improving toilets, showers. Replacing the ugly concrete building
Dog walking in different areas.
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39

40
41
42

43

Don’t make changes just for the sake of it
Don't waste money, be selective
Enhancing existing natural areas. Family oriented activities.
Facilitating access for old/young visitors through a land-train service from remote and large
car park
Games on the beach is good for young people if they are organised well.
good idea to tidy up with better facilities
Great idea for watersports at Branksome dean chine-also accommodation +/or restaurant
etc sand dune area at sandbanks end also sounds good with hotel/link to town centre it's
good to allocate some new & exciting activities
Having bars/cafe on the beach like a holiday abroad and more seating/planters
I am especially taken with the facilities on the sand idea, but better more attractive seating
areas and more uniform beach huts would be great, so long as they are tastefully done ...
the seating area pictured is particularly hideous.
I am not a water sports person but think the ideas to improve watersports are good at BD
Chine and B Chine.
I like all ideas that will help Poole become a lovely place to work and visit
I like the idea of additional toilets and the range of facilities - more shops would be welcome
as well as bigger cafes. A pub world also be welcome as long as its visitors could be
sensible. Keeping dogs off the beach during the summer months should definitely
continue.
I like the idea of having a dedicated sports area. Also the idea of having another family pub
/ hotel, perhaps at Branksome Dene is good. Bringing more toilets down to beach level is
very welcome, together with updating the seating. Loved the thought of 'on the beach'
seating, just hope that the charges aren't too much. As for cabins in the clifftops - fantastic!

44

I like the idea of improved, signage, facilities and also possibly more cafe's or restaurants
with longer opening hours and improving old, out of date public areas

45

I like the ideas of all the chines having their own different activity there is some think in
each chine for all age groups and families
I like zip wire idea. Alternative accommodation eg Boathouses, pods, overnight huts.
I really like all of the ideas, weddings, play parks and parking
I think all the ideas are good and should be implemented together
I think it is always a good idea to improve toilet facilities. They are used a lot and give an
immediate impression of how the area is maintained to visitors. Clean, well stocked
facilities are hygienic and support a caring image. It would
I think some overnight accommodation is a good idea; I also like the idea of the water taxi
from Poole Quay as that may well encourage more tourists to the beach. More benches on
the promenade is also a good idea. And I think any eating places would probably enhance
the experience all along the promenade. I think more could be made of the entrance to
Shore Road beachside. More toilets everywhere would definitely be welcome, especially as
currently some aren't open in the winter!
I would like if people could tidy up after themselves instead of leaving rubbish behind
Idea of shellfish booths along the Harbourside of Shore Road, maybe even selling fresh
fish too to take home etc. Conservation v.important - to preserve the existing beauty - not
destroy it.
Identifying areas of ageing infrastructure BUT being clear that there areas are still suitable
for use today.
Improve the facilities as this will encourage visitors and also attract support from local
residents. Improvement will take into consideration the needs of the invironment and will
necessitate upgrading vital infrastructure
Improve the facilities to encourage visitors all the year round
Improve the range of facilities to encourage visitors all year round

46
47
48
49

50

51
52

53
54

55
56
57

Improve the services and facilities we provide for residents and visitors Manage the
beaches more efficiently Lighting on the promenade
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58
59
60

Improve toilets, that's a basic. Build more huts!
Improved infrastructure - seating, good clean accessible toilets, bins are a must.

61

Improved public transport links to beaches - these are really needed
food huts would be a lovely idea at Shore road

62

Improved toilet facilities, maybe a Weatherspoon type of pub where the young and elderly
can be served with reasonably priced drinks and food all year around.

63

Improved transport links. For many years there has been no effort to integrate
arrival/departure times with Sandbanks ferry
Improved transport links. Upgrading of some 'tired' areas, which is implied by several of the
suggestions.
Improvement of facilities, water taxi more places to eat - like the Spanish play areas on
beach weddings
Improvement of infrastructure which is vital. Encouragement of good cafe and restaurant
facilities.
Improving facilities (eg. toilets, food provisions) innovative designs to provide distinct
character to each area whilst maintaining natural environment adding to attractions improve
connections

64
65
66
67

Improved linkage of the Chine and beach at Branksome and improvements to final part of
Chine, similarly investments to Canford Cliffs Chine Children's playspace @ Shore Road
Harbourside fish

68

Improving the range of facilities, conservation to continue. General modernisation. Facilities
to enhance evening access.

69

Improving toilets places to buy food and drink (but at reasonable prices please) footpath
lighting showers and changing facilities good use of classical pavilion
Improving transport access to Branksome Chine Providing more year round activities on
the beaches and surrounding areas Renovating the existing facilities as they are tired and
run down
Increase activities but in keeping with the water sports.

70

71
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Increase availability and number of beach huts. Improvement in bus services to beach
areas. To make cafes etc more inviting and attractive. Improve offers of food etc.
investing in the ageing infrastructure. Much as I like nostalgia, the buildings at Canford
Cliffs have not changed in my lifetime. It would be good to attract more families to
underused areas with coffee bars rather than just the ice cream kiosk. Make a feature of
the footpath lighting through the trees in some of the darker chines to encourage people to
use the beach areas more in the evenings. Cheap park and ride would improve access to
the beach.
Jogging, cycle, wind surfing pub or bistro funland more music, more car parks, beach bars
Keeping all beaches as natural as possible banning dogs running loose on beaches Also
clear up mess!
Keeping clean and open
Keeping good standards. First impressions last a long time and not forgotten.
Keeping the dune landscape. Showers at Shore Road Public Art at Canford Cliffs and a
new ice cream and coffee shop
Keeping the infra structure up to date, with toilets etc.
Keeping the natural beauty of the beaches, at the same time with the transitions, don't want
all beaches looking the same.
Key strategy is maintaining the natural environment - other developments, facilities etc will
be unnecessary.
Landmark arrival space at Shore Rd More places to get a 'bike'
Landmark building, public art, sand dune landscape, high wire fun
Lighting along the Sandbanks Promenade would be really nice for those late summer
evening walks.
Like all the ideas, as long as you keep your word and do these things.
Like it as it is but improve toilet facilities.
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87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Longer cafe hours
longer opening of cafe--landscaping of seating areas and unattractive buildings--changing
and showers at shore road.
Looking in keeping ie not out of place variety of beach huts. Huts with accommodation
water taxi
Love all the ideas of improving the facilities and increasing parking as it usually puts us off
in summer. They are tired and old, it'd be lovely to have newer stuff and more places to get
food and toilets, it's a long way to walk with small children
Love the idea of a treetop trail - would be very popular & weddings!!
Maintain/ improve on a continuing basis the really good activity centre at Sandbanks
Make sure public toilets are in good shape and remain clean. Make more of classical
pavilion
Make the most of what you have invest in good quality long term improvements
Make use of Pavilion at Sandbanks, public art work
Make use of under used facilities and spaces.
Making best use of existing assets and improving public areas. Maintain natural
environment - natural architecture
Making best use of existing assets and maintain natural environment.
Making good use of existing facilities especially the natural environment
Making more of the classical pavilion at Sandbanks a wedding and community venue at
Branksome Dene Chine
Making more use of Sandbanks Pavilion.
Managing the beaches more effectively
Modernisation of old buildings, eg toilets. Improved accessibility for traffic
Modernise existing facilities.

101
102
103
104
105 More activities for younger people. A wedding and community centre off season events in
the car park. The area not allowed to get tatty
106 More activities, better seating.
107 More beach cafes, shops, pubs and places where you can buy sandwiches, papers etc
108 More cafes - particularly if they are stylish/attractive.
109 more cafes/ bars on the beach front - the Durely Chine is terrible and needs serious
110
111
112

competition to shake it up. beach gym at shore road better lighting
More light refreshment places would be welcome. Changing huts and showers would be
nice.
More outside seating. Cafes on the actual beach / sand. Make it prettier - green spaces,
plants, flowers, pathways
More picnic tables in stone dotted around. Most of what is suggested is good for the Beach
areas
More places to get a sandwich, drink or ice cream
More promenade benches. Footpath Lighting. Sky Cafe.
More pubs/cafes - open later. face lift for older buildings, better seating.
More sports areas
More sports facilities activities, improved transport links more shops and cafes
More toilets more public seats better public transport links

113
114
115
116
117
118
119 New seating, new facilities and activities. New facilities to be in keeping with surrounding.
High wire fun in treetops. Toilets at prom level
120
No 1 priority is to keep maximum sand in place. The enemies are wave action and wind.
Build more big rock breakwaters. The use of natural stone is very attractive-please no
concrete. These are essential to slow down beach erosion
121 None in particular maybe volley ball (I am a relaxer)
122 Others advize req - for cold water spray wash down, wet suits.
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123 Overnight accommodation, extra ice cream etc kiosks, zip wire, public art, more commercial
activity, sports etc facilities, bike hire, improved transport links
124 Overnight studies - as long as they are low key and blend in and the developers are not
allowed to cram as many in as they can.
125 Park & Ride scheme for the summer; conservation of ecological features; water taxi from
Poole Quay; zip wires and tree top trails; improved shower and changing facilities; footpath
lighting in chines
126 perhaps some more food outlets, and cafe/bars on the beach itself. Maintenance of loos etc
v necessary. More benches on promenade would be good
127 Place for children, place for some quiet rest reading, relaxing probably access to internet
for short time. Place where people can dance listen to music.
128 Power to the whole prom: this offers a wealth of possibilities not the least of which is
evening use and power for events.
129 Provision of overnight accommodation - should be self -financing or even make money to
offset other costs to council tax payers
130 pub more places to eat and drink but please leave terraces available for people to eat
outside with dogs
131 Reinstatement of classic/ iconic/ historical buildings/features/natural features and nature
trails, changing and showers via tokens and RNLI/PCSO/999 services and extra
parking/travel/ferry and pier travel
132 Renovation of the toilet facilities. Improvements in public transport access including using a
water taxi.
133 Revamp all toilets and changing facilities
134
Sand dune landscape at Sandbanks Making more of the classical pavilion at Sandbanks
Footpath lighting at Canford Cliffs Chine A new public space linking the Chine with the
beach at Branksome Chine Wedding and Community Venue at
135 Sand dune landscape, free to use activities, toilets at beach level at Branksome Dene,
Small cafes/places to get snacks at all beaches
136 Sand dune landscape, making more of the classical pavilion at Sandbanks, more places to
eat and drink
137 Sand dune landscape, shellfish huts pub? sky cafe.
138 Sand Dune landscape, Water taxi, beaches
139 Sand dune landscape/ more use of classical pavilion/ water taxi from Poole Quay at
Sandbanks. More focus on water sports at Branksome Chine
140 Sand dune landscape; Showers and changing facilities; bike hire; footpath lighting
141 Sand dunes, zip wire, overnight studios, water taxi, pub, gym, rental boat houses, new style
seating
142 Sandbanks - shops and cafes commercial activity, Shore Rd - gym, showers/ changing,
Canford Cliffs - public art, footpath lights beachside cafe/bar Branksome Chine - hostel,
offseason events, sky cafe
143
Sandbanks - Use Sandbanks Pavilion, Sand dune landscape, Water Taxi, Small shops and
cafes, Landmark building Shore Rd - Shell Fish Huts Canford Cliffs Chine - Beachside
Cafe Bar Branksome Chine - New public space, Sky Cafe, Cafe Bar_
144 Sandbanks - water taxis from Poole Quay. Shore Road - more places to get drinks,
sandwiches etc. Canford Cliffs Chine - zip wire to the beach
145 Sandbanks ~ Water Taxi, small shops & cafes, "Quality" paid for and free activities
Canford Cliffs ~ lighting, parking, ice cream & coffee shop & improve sports
146 Separate zones and family activities
147 Set areas for activities
148 shops & cafes, more seating along the promenade. Sky cafe sounds good
149 Shops with food. Space for kids (kids area)
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150 Shore Rd - shell fish huts/ more eating areas/ Beachside gym Sandbanks - water taxi
Brank. Dene - toilets at promenade level
151 Shore Rd, Canford Cliffs Chine Bike Hire, Public Art. Branksome Chine public space linking
chines to beach , sky cafe High quality cafes and toilets please. Dog watering fountains
please. Taps are often turned off.
152 Shore Rod harbourside idea of better facilities for board users in harbour/high wire fun
through trees / better toilets and showers
153 Shower/ changing at Shore Rd. Water taxi Sandbanks zipwire at Canford Overnight
accommodation at Sandbanks Bike hire at Shore Rd More land sports facilities at Canford
154 Sky cafe projecting, make more use of the pavilion shell fish huts, improve transport links,
155
156
157
158
159
160

161
162

163
164
165

children’s play space toilets @promenade level
Smaller but more numerous cafes. Water taxi from quay if suitable for disabled.
Smart boardwalks in appropriate places
Smarten up the public spaces
Some buildings need a lick of paint.
Styling of public huts, seats, walkways, kiosks, cafes, planters - should have continuity,
quality and suitability for purpose ie. thought through as a whole by one team.
Sustainable building materials. Coastal architecture. Wedding venue. Better bike facilities
and changing areas for putting your wetsuit on. Beachside gym like Poole Park. Zip wire.
More toilets. Showers.
tall building and different beach hut styles.
Tall buildings - with suitable parking are a great land use - create a high impact distant
statement - focal point - very good for our community if planned correctly. Pubs? can be
good and bad - overnight stays good.
the construction of beach defences
The document has several good ideas in each of the sections need to be listed so can
discriminate.
The football pitch - you should have a 5 a side competition for all the football teams in
Poole

166

The idea for increased sport on the beaches (Volleyball, Beach Soccer etc.) These will
attract - perhaps - a different kind of person to the beaches that may not have come before,
those that would already use them would still continue to come thus increase usage
167 The statistic 95% are satisfied with beaches - so why spend cash? if it aint broke don't fix it
168 The water taxi from Poole Quay is a fantastic idea. Bike hire is another great idea.
Actually, most of the ideas are good.
169

to create better architecture and street furniture particularly to use local and sustainable
materials - the 'tree house' in your document was very nice - great architecture is a visitor
attraction in its own right and worth the investment long term
170 Uniform beach huts but keep wooden picturesque huts
171
Updating tired facilities and make 'nice' seating areas zip wire would be fun for youngsters?
supervision! Water tax from /to Quay. More places to get reasonably priced food Beach
side cafe improved toilets and showers/ changing facilities Hostel / walk
172 Using the beach for facilities - as long as it’s not overdone stylish seating. All architecture to
reflect coast location.
173 Visitor accommodation providing they respect the environment and are responsible.
174 Water Taxi but lead to all beaches from the Quay
175 Water taxi from Poole Quay to Sandbanks - fantastic if price right, bike hire at Sandbanks
176 Water taxi is a great idea - the main problem with visiting the beach in the summer is car
parking
177 Water taxi's would be a good place to start as if subsidized could easily provide a viable,
cheap alternative to moving people without increasing the cost of the road infrastructure.
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178 Water taxis. Why not a water bus Poole - Bournemouth? We make no use of sea for
transport for local people. On Lake Garda ferry every 15 minutes- why can't we do that?
179 We use Hamworthy pier (road dreadful) Hamworthy Park, Sandbanks and Ferry Car parks
and pray not boxed in or out of car by huge vans very close on both or one side. Also use
Quay and Boscombe always off peak.
180 Wedding venues would certainly help to raise money for Poole
181 You are trying too hard
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What don’t you like about the initial ideas? – 203
comments
Tourist accommodation near the beach, would not like restricted access

1 due to private land ownership.

accommodation

Accommodation and all ideas that remove green/ open space or
2 disfigure it, construction on cliffs or the beach itself
3 Accommodation Bmouth Poole have plenty!!

accommodation
accommodation

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

Accommodation near the beach - could restrict access/make it more
exclusive to people staying in the accommodation.
Accommodation (Business being taken away from local hotels)
Not sure a watersports centre at Branksome Dene Chine would work
Anything that involves adding too much cost to a family day at the
beach. Its nice to see things for the kids to do but when attractions are
in your face as you arrive at the beach, pester power can take over
making it stressful for the parents..
Activities on beach. Commercial bike hire could be a danger
I do not believe that the beach itself should be used for facilities
All the Shore Road proposals particularly overnight accommodation,
children’s playspaces, beachside gym The overnight studio's at Canford
Cliffs, public art, more parking
Concrete jungle/ seating and the vision is trying too hard to be all things
it fails
In your picture 'uninviting areas to sit', the view is the inviting part not
looking at the wall behind.
No concrete seating on the sand
Amusement arcades are horrible - look at Bournemouth!! Too much
take-away food causes mess and rats.
Amusement machines 'funland' down market cheap entertainment keep
a balance of mid to top end - we need tourists with disposable income
in the area not those wanting something for nothing.
No casino/ arcade facilities
PLEASE, PLEASE NO AMUSEMENT ARCADES!
Slot machine building is not good for Sandbanks all these commercial
type ventures are not good family entertainment and should not be
considered no matter what money the council can earn as they will earn
more with thinking of people
Take away all amusement arcades & slot machines.
Bars on beaches a bad idea. Will encourage drunken behaviour
More organised BBQ on the beach with a responsible person to be in
charge for young familys
I am a little worried about a beach hut being taken away from
somebody elderly who has enjoyed it for many years and paid a lot of
rent.

accommodation
accommodation
accommodation

activities
Activities on beach
activities on beach

All Shore road proposals
amenities
amenities
amenities
amusement arcades

amusement arcades
amusement arcades
amusement arcades

amusement arcades
amusement arcades
bars
BBQ

Beach Hut consultation

Bike hire. This causes problems in Bournemouth's prom. If a serious

23 accident occurs are the hire's and council partly liable
Bike hire: what is point drawing in to hire a bike with nowhere to ride.
Better to plan a ride in and drop off bike. Similar to London. More beach
24 huts-more parking.
Don't see the need for more benches. We have enough gyms, don’t
want members clogging up car parks. Bike hire - there are enough
25 bikes already.

bike hire

bike hire

bike hire

Increasing bike hire when too many fast cyclist can be an added danger

26 to children. Zip wire to the beach (There will be accidents!)
29

bike hire

Not much point in bike hire if cycling bans are in place on the prom for
27 several months.

bike hire

the introduction of cycle hire , this could cause problems as the only

28 areas for cycling are also areas widely used by pedestrians
29
30
31
32

Worry about more commercial ventures - could be more litter. Bike
hire? There would have to be a cycle way beyond the promenade
Boat Houses would spoil vista
Fancy buildings out of place
No more buildings or services at the beach - no more car parks, events,

33 No buildings that do not blend in with the environment.
34
35
36
37

Fun fairs over utilisation of the beach with cafes spreading tables etc
into the sandy areas
Plenty of cafes already. Parents cant afford. Less commercialisation
Trying to make Canford Cliffs more than it is now
The Canford Cliffs Chine ideas. No to public art - costs a fortune and
everyone's tastes are different no to overnight studios, and what is zip
wire?

bike hire
bike hire
Boat house to rent
buildings
buildings
Buildings that don’t blend
with environment
cafes
cafes
Canford Cliffs

Canford Cliffs ideas

More car parks, pubs, sand dune landscape (ridiculous), zipwire, sky

38 cafe ruining natural landscape, overnight accommodation.
39
40
41

42

things I don’t like that most family's that have kids don’t always keep
their eye on them.
The beach isn’t just for sunny days
Commercial activity. Any tall buildings on beach. Toilets often shut
when you need them.
Making the beaches too commercial. Beaches are a wonderful play
area for families away from the trappings of daily life. Making
restaurants and shops a big part of the plan leads to an expensive day
out, which alters the charm. Lots of additional activity

car parks
children
comment
commercial activity

commercial activity

More commercial activity Visitor accommodation (hotel) Overnight

43 accommodation (pods etc - ridiculous) Pubs Zip wire
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52

More commercial activity. Already a lot of ice cream/cafe facilities
although they are too expensive in the main so competition may be
good
More commercial activity near harbour - already under pressure from
noise etc. in summer from ski jets boats etc all effect diminishing
wildlife. Landmarks whether artificial dunes or to indicate arrival at
beaches! Another Hotel! (The Poole Quay landmark sculpture
unappreciated expensive, waste of money
Not sure about idea of more commercial activity near the harbour also
wary of too many 'pay to use' activities reducing space for visitors at
peak times.
I do not like the idea of commercial facilities on the beach.
Any commercial - type ideas for Flaghead, Canford Cliffs and
Branksome Dene Chine
Changing too much - becoming too commercial and tourist - the reason
I choose to visit the particular beach I go to is because it is not
inundated with too many people.
Improving the facilities if this leads to more commercialism.
Most of the rest as I would not like more commercialisation as there is
enough already
Most of them-Poole beaches a good because they are not over
commercialised thy are what they are open beaches and access to the
sea. Over commercialisation will drastically reduce what is pleasing
about Poole's beaches. All you have to do is look at Bournemouth.
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commercial activity

commercial activity

commercial activity near
harbour
commercial activity near
harbour
commercial facilities
commercialisation

commercialisation
commercialisation
commercialisation

commercialisation

Transfer of amenities to commercial interests : polo stops beach use,

53 expensive food outlets create 'tourist traps' & bad feelings

commercialisation

Crazy golf at Branksome Chine Pubs (already got terrace bar Branksome Chine and Jazzys) putting gym amenities on to beach zip
54 wire public art overnight huts
Crazy golf by the Chine stream (not good by water with kids!) Public
55 space linking chine with beach zip wire

crazy golf

56 All - why segregation
keep beach huts looking the same to blend in better and certainly no
high building near the beach some events are ok but not to over do it so
people can just relax on beach I would not be in favour of more pubs
57 near the beach with the bad behaviour they bring.

58 labelling some beaches as 'quiet' may make them lousy!
59 dogs on beaches
60 Houses and dogs in high summer only
61
62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Dogs fouling on beaches small children on beach, owners pick the
mess up
Dogs fouling on the beach and pathways.
Free for all
Possible 'free for all' access by masses more vehicles towards the
beaches, without real regard to road infrastructure when people need to
go home at close of day! Already creates 'holiday hell' for residents of
Sandbanks Road! Might this factor alone call for the reconsideration for
reopening the road along from Baiter that was scrapped some years
ago???
No further development
High quality bbq (i.e. cafe) will these be charging higher prices
Hostels, hotels, gym, 'commercial activity' .
Hotels, hostels, pubs and cafe, water taxi, activities
Hotel. Welcoming landmark building. Beachside gym. The generally
worrying "more commercial activity near the harbour". Land sports
facilities.
Hotels may obscure views, small accommodation is better.
Hotels or cheap overnight accommodation
Hotels - unnecessary as we have plenty also landmark building is
unnecessary crazy golf would spoil natural environment play areas - we
play on the beach!
hotels, bars, pubs - there are plenty of hotels close by and already
bar/cafe facilities - we don't need more. high ropes - go to Moors Valley!
Zip wire!?!
Hotels, sky cafe (not viable = cost to c/tax payers)
I do not like the idea of hotels on the seafront. The buildings
themselves will restrict access and views. It will take away the
"unspoilt" feeling.
No hotels or hostels. Already have enough accommodation.
no more Hotels - there already are some! pay for activities Pub
changing facilities
The idea of hotel facilities will take from existing facilities.
There's nothing that stands out as unappealing, with the exception
maybe of too many hotels/accommodation overlooking too much of the
beach.

80 Increase income and private investment. (Beach is facility all can use!)
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crazy golf
different areas for
different activities

different areas for
different activities
different areas for
different activities
dogs
dogs
dogs fouling
dogs fouling
free for all activities

free for all activities
FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT
high quality BBQ
hostels
hostels

hotel
hotel
hotel

hotels

hotels
hotels

hotels
hotels
hotels
hotels

hotels
Increase income and
private investment

Increasing 'income and private investment' sounds like making money

81 for investors for which the public will pay!
Increasing private investment is not a good idea. Tired - looking

82 benches and shelters could easily be re-furbished not replaced.
83 Inappropriate buildings which dominate the landscape/seascape

Increase income and
private investment
Increase income and
private investment
inappropriate buildings

Investing in this currant climate would always be a sticky point, but I am

84 realistic enough to know sometimes we need to spend money.
85 investment by private companies they will impose to many restrictions
86 investment in Sandbanks - it has huge interest as it is. Crazy golf

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106

To invest in the ageing infrastructure as priority without consideration
for peoples' needs and requirements ( leisure, enjoyment of the location
etc) would miss an ideal opportunity to make our beaches more
appealing and thus attract more visitors.
One of the areas should be kept quieter. Everything seems too busy not everyone likes noise.
A landmark building, gastly spiky architecture, palm trees pretending we
are in the south of France, gaming arcades, more buildings, more
overcrowding
Anything that affects the natural beauty of the beaches such as
dominant buildings, more concrete etc
Landmark building / overnight beach huts
Not sure about a tall landmark building - we don't want another solar
pyramide as proposed a few years ago!
Welcoming landmark building - why??? Waste of money, beachside
gym???
Welcoming landmark building at Sandbanks rings alarm bells
All the building works - eg tall landmark buildings and accommodation
will ruin the 'natural' beauty of the beaches
Better signage (current signage is a eyesore/ blots out the seascape
view small shops, cafes pubs - too much commercialisation. Landmark
building - the view is the landmark!!! Don't spoil it. Pod's /studios More
food outlets = obesity
Landmark tall building - would spoil the views and character of the
beaches and perhaps become an eyesore (think IMAX in Bournemouth
for example...)
My only worry is that in making the beaches more commercial and profit
seeking, we will loose the quieter more secluded areas which can be a
pleasure to enjoy.
Don't make Sandbanks too commercial but provide cafes nearer the
beach.
All costs are borne by the residents of Poole but are enjoyed by many
non residents and holiday makers, the influx of people may help the
business but are too a large extent a demand on the local people. Car
parking charges may bring in some value.
I want you to stop wasting money
Not to be paid by rate payer
Not to spend too much council tax payers money on projects
more beach huts - I believe we have plenty already. Money would be
best spent elsewhere
More parking if it means destroying something, showers and changing
facilities as these are often abused
More parking. We should encourage cycling, walking and public
transport.

Not enough car parking provided yet this can generate more income
107 and more visitors
108 No off - season events blocking car parks, water sports bike hire
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investing
investing
Investing in Sandbanks

investment
keep quiet areas

landmark building
landmark building
landmark building
landmark building
landmark building
landmark building
landmark buildings

landmark buildings

landmark buildings

loosing quieter areas
Making Sandbanks too
commercial

Money
money
money
money
More beach huts
more parking
more parking
not enough parking - can
generate income
off-season events

109 The old type beach huts soon look dilapidated.

110
111
112
113
114
115

116

Most people come to the seaside for the simple pleasures of sea, sand
and with luck sun. Dont destroy these simple natural pleasures by
overbuilding. Make sure firstly that the facilities that are already in place
(cafes, toilets etc) are truly first class.
Danger of over developing a natural area and making it more attractive
for seasonal visitor than local people.
Would not welcome over development as I like it quite natural
Any form of overnight visitor accommodation or extra eating/drinking
venues - especially shops and pubs.
Overnight accommodation on the beach side. Feel this would over
commercialise and ruin natural landscape.
Overnight accommodation, more bikes, hotels (there are plenty
underused) beach huts that can be bought on long lets. Let everyone
have a chance.
Overnight beach hut accommodation-could cause much more antisocial behaviour, litter and noise for residents. NO MORE beach huts
they are far too expensive and another community room to rent like
Branksome Dene would be much more appreciated. DO NOT spend

117 The floating of an idea to provide overnight accommodation.

118
119
120
121

any overnight accommodation, whether pods or (god forbid) more
hotels will completely ruin the peaceful, natural atmosphere, and could
encourage antisocial behaviour. Dunes are natural features, you can't
build them without having to spend a fortune
I am not sure that providing overnight beach hut accommodation is a
good idea, it may attract the late night parties. But then again providing
lighting along the promenade may have the same effect.
I don't like overnight accommodation on the beach. I think this would
encourage mess and overnight trouble and noise
Not sure about overnight beach huts/ pods - need more information
commercial activities - more details required.

122 Anything that provides overnight accommodation.
'High Quality overnight accommodation' ' A high grade hotel' oh dear. Is

123 it going to become a place for the social elite. We have polo already.

124
125
126
127
128
129

130

Not sure if I like the idea of overnight beach huts or not - Also, despite
my positive comments above, to keep some areas very quiet and
natural (such as Canford cliffs) would be better than to create 'vibrancy'
as beach spaces for quiet contemplation.
Overnight beach huts - it would lead to development
Overnight beach huts or another expensive hotel. If all of the building
development went ahead along Sandbanks Road - spoiling view of
harbour.
Overnight beach huts, bike hire, more parking
Overnight beach huts, I don't think its the right area at Sandbanks.
The only idea that I don't like is the idea of Overnight beach huts
No overnight studio's/ beach huts style accommodation at any of the
beaches - will attract additional problems. Police are stretched already
in terms of monitoring beaches at night. Parties often continue
throughout the night uninterrupted.

old type beach huts

over-building
over-development
over-development
Overnight
accommodation
Overnight
accommodation
Overnight
accommodation

Overnight
accommodation
Overnight
accommodation

overnight
accommodation
overnight
accommodation
overnight
accommodation
overnight
accommodation
overnight
accommodation
overnight
accommodation (high
quality)

Overnight beach huts
Overnight beach huts

Overnight beach huts
Overnight beach huts
Overnight beach huts
Overnight beach huts

overnight studios

Overnight studios- o.k if used responsibly but my experience says that

131 this is unlikely. It only takes a few to spoil it for everyone.
132 Closing parts of beaches for private functions (Polo etc)

Overnight studios
polo

Don’t make the only beaches available to us inaccessible like Polo

133 which denies us access to the only really accessible beach.
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polo

134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

All have their own merits Go for it!!!
All looks good
All ok
All seem a good idea
All seem fair.
All the ideas have some merit. Choosing the least attractive is difficult
suspect it will come to finance.
As long as its in keeping with environment and suitable I'm happy.
Can't think of anything
I like all - as long as they are affordable to the whole spectrum of Poole
residents
I liked the ideas.
love beaches go most week sometime
Most ideas look appealing
Most of them
No objections
No particular objections
The changes seem positive to me.
There all good
There are none that I don't like
Think they are all good ideas
The beaches are fine. Just because they are glamorous projects does
not mean they should draw money away from other more important
things (eg. transport)
Private investment / do not need another Blackpool
Pubs - think of the noise, litter, drunken behaviour, broken glass etc
Anything involving major construction - this would ruin a spectacular
stretch of coast and is totally un-necessary
Pubs + gambling/hostels overnight parking/campervans 24/7 and
freeloading paying little or nothing for weeks in prime locations blocking
paths and loud music/animal and human waste antisocial visitors

positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive

priorities
Private investment

Pub

Pub

Don't like the idea of pubs. Can just imagine drunken behaviour around

157 families. We already have Jazzies and Sandacres.
158 Maintain natural environment No pubs/ hotels like Bournemouth

Pubs
pubs

No pubs to draw away louts from town centres. No overnight

159 accommodation to avoid late rowdiness.
160
161
162
163
164

165

pubs

Pubs on the beach and new hotels - there are already enough of these
struggling for business in the area and beaches,sun and pubs often
lead to public behaviour problems.
pubs or 'amusement' arcades
The idea of pubs, which could encourage discomfort to others.
Thoughts of pubs on or near beach
Venues such as pubs/bars. Lets focus on health and wellbeing on the
seafronts.
Engineering' the beach to provide sand dunes - People of all ages from
all walks of life come here because it is unspoilt. What allows the
architects think they design better than nature? The whole environment
is very dependant upon the weather.

pubs
pubs
pubs
pubs
pubs

166 Emphasis on children’s play areas, more pubs and cafes in Sandbanks.

Sand dune landscape
Sandbanks - pubs and
cafes

I wouldn't want any landscaping of Sandbanks' dunes. No overnight
beach huts, no hotel accommodation on the beach - bigger car parks
are all well and good [or more car parks] but there needs to be
167 increased parking facilities for the disabled nearer to the beach.

sandbanks dunes
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168 Shell fish huts - sounds tacky
169
170

171
172

shell fish huts

More shops, cafes and ? pub. Overnight accommodation - keep natural
rather than commercial.
Not too many shops and cafes - there are enough children’s play areas
at Sandbanks ( most children happy with bucket, spade and sea)
beachside gym - unnecessary land sports facilities not needed.
Sky cafe, large hotels or tall landmark buildings will set precedents that
developers will then use to create larger taller buildings destroying the
very beauty that people come for. Extreme modern buildings date very
quickly.
Concerned that sky cafe idea would fall - as cliffs erode! But nice idea if
possible.

173 All that involve increased spending from the council's limited budget.

shops

shops and cafes

sky cafe
sky café
spending money from
council budget

Don't like the surf reef - waste of public money and it is not what are

174 beaches are about
175 Buildings too tall or too near beach causing shade on the beach.
176
177
178
179

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

189
190
191
192
193
194

195
196

New businesses, any extra signs, tall buildings overnight, beach
huts/accommodation 'landmark' buildings, zip wire to beach, no
hostels/hotels, more sports facilities
No tall buildings please (spare us the IMAX)
No tall landmark buildings. They cast shadows on the esplanade and
beach. Maybe 1 tower as a view point.
No to overnight sleeping No to amusement arcades - No to tall buildings
Not sure about the tall landmark buildings, Poole Quay is an example of
this not working, the quay has been spoiled in looks and the new
building of flats on West Quay Road is an absolute eyesore, so please
do not do that to our beaches. Modern yes, but
Tall buildings/overnight accommodation Do not use the beach for
buildings
Tall buildings near the sea front modern looking beach huts
Tall landmark buildings
Tall landmark buildings amusement arcades
Anything that adds traffic to Sandbanks. It is terrible.
Use of beach for facilities
Using the beach itself for facilities
Variety of beach huts, looks too untidy as it with run down, scruffy ones
to look at as you walk along
engineering' the beach to provide sand dunes - People of all ages from
all walks of life come here because it is unspoilt. What allows the
architects think they design better than nature? The whole environment
is very dependant upon the weather.
Visitor accommodation - a hotel, overnight studios, hostel - No!!! A zip
wire to the beach at Canford Cliffs
Visitor accommodation as it would take much needed business away
from established guest houses etc.
visitor accommodation - enough already in bmth & Poole unnecessary
architecture.
visitor accommodation, overnight beach huts, changing quieter beaches
and commercialising
Zip wire - don't like charges (too high) for parking - especially for local
rate payers
Zip wire at Canford cliffs beach / Branksome chine- no this is not
necessary There does not need to be a welcoming landmark ! No silly
ideas like a giant sundial. The natural beauty of the area is more than
sufficient the area has everythin
zip wire over road
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surf reef
tall buildings

tall buildings
tall buildings
tall buildings
tall buildings

tall buildings
tall buildings
tall buildings
tall buildings
tall buildings
Traffic
use of beach for facilities
use of beach for facilities
variety of beach huts

visitor accommodation
visitor accommodation
visitor accommodation
visitor accommodation
visitor accommodation
zip wire

zip wire
zip wire

197 A zip wire to the beach

zip wire

Not sure if we need a zipwire to the beach or nightime studios at
canford cliffs. Also not keen on land sports at canford cliffs, overnight
198 accommodation or studios, nor a hotel at branksome dene.
Anything that adds clutter, likely to look shabby in a few years or be
vandalized, e.g. Zip-wires, footpath lighting, "play spaces" (its the beach
199 - a big play space?), more huts, pods, rooms etc
A lot seem unnecessary - a beautiful beach is an attraction in its own

200 right - don't need extras to draw people in, well used abroad.
201 No change
Shore Rd no change/ Canford Cliffs no change/ Branksome Dene
202 Chine no change
203 To close the quay front to people visiting Poole.
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zip wire

zip wires

Comments and suggestions about the ideas – 359 comments
Take away the excess sand which has been dumped on the beach. Get back to
1 previous lane with access to steps
All building should enhance - not impact on an already developed beach area
from Sandbanks to Shore Road. Easy public access to the whole of the beach
2 is the priority
3 Hotel at Branksome Dene a bad idea - its charm is its undeveloped nature.
There are sufficient hotels -there does not need to be overnight
4 accommodation on/ near the beach.
5 Allow budget hotels and bed and breakfast guest houses

Access

comment

Access

comment
comment

accommodation

accommodation

comment
suggestion

Why should visitor accommodation be provided. The beaches are for the
6 people that live here. Tourists can sort themselves out.

accommodation

suggestion

Use beach Rd car park for overnight hostel ideal space / all year use for
7 walkers/cyclists etc. keep kite surfers in inner harbour.

accommodation

suggestion

I like idea of affordable accommodation. We don't need anymore high grade
8 hotel. It needs improved transport at all the beaches.

accommodation
and transport

comment

Please stop noisy dangerous jet skis or at least constrain their use to much
9 further out to sea they come in far to close

activities

comment

activities
activities

comment
comment
comment

activities

comment

activities

comment

activities

suggestion

activities
activities

suggestion
suggestion

activities

suggestion

activities

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

10
11
12
13

Overdoing the facilities for high season use might emphasise the ghostliness of
the area out of season. Cater for the out of season visitors/significant portion of
elder population in early 21st century.
As long as sports are not given priority over children and elderly.
Keep the sand - not pebbles. Children’s playgrounds off the sand
I don't think the activities should take over the beaches

For local people the facilities are all really expensive. Could affordability for
14 families be considered please

15
16
17

Create a water park in the sea - sail boat racing in the bay - more water sports
kit to rent - Have a summer marina for big boat racing - put moorings down for
visitors to stop and eat at restaurant.
Themed events
Splash pool, Bike Hire, all weather fun

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

some other activities under a gazebo like bingo, quizes, water colour or oils people could pay and council could make a profit
Some indoor facilities or just indoor seating area.
Sandcastle building competition.
Possibly more investment for things to do for children more 'going on'
Need more attractions to the beaches in the evenings
More organised summer activities especially for youngsters
More for teenagers - activities in chines - zip wires etc.

More facilities for water sporters along Sandbanks ie. windsurfers could be
25 made a 'Venice Beach'
26 more evening events in lighter nights cheaper car parking for council tax payers
I do like the way the beach at Sandbanks is used for large events such as the
Beach Polo and the Volleyball tournaments with the music and entertainment
into the evening. A similar type of event (maybe a mini festival type event)
would attract a more varied visitor to the usual demographic which may in turn
27 persuade those visitors to return.
28 Gym equipment like parks
29 Floating pontoon to swim out to.
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accommodation

activities

activities
activities
activities
activities
activities

activities

suggestion
suggestion

activities

suggestion

activities

suggestion
suggestion

activities

activities

30 Family days with activities for families

activities

suggestion

Encourage/ plan boat trips from Sandbanks to and from Bournemouth (pier),
31 Brownsea Island, Isle of Wight. (possible?)
32 Boats to rent would be great.

activities

suggestion

activities

suggestion

activities

suggestion

activities

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

As most activities (including parking) come at a price, please provide residents
33 with a generous discount
A sponsored ride on scooters or tricycles for children under 8 between Shore
34 Road and Branksome Chine.
35 A shore diving attraction / reef off Branksome Chine beach
36 a paddling pool would be good such as the one that was at Alum Chine

activities

37 Limited services and facilities.

activities
activities and
amenities

Provide more indoor attractions (aquarium or leisure pool), provide lockers for
38 clothing, valuables

activities and
amenities

Possibility, perhaps of provision (paid) if sun loungers and sunshades - as per
39 continent also beach bar/restaurant/ bbq. More plants

activities and
amenities
activities and
amenities

40 More bins, water feature, squirting fountains, outdoor chess, bowles
Art studios on the cliffs or promenade, have a go arts and crafts activities for
41 children and adults. Skate park near to promenade.

42 Music events, shops,
43
44
45
46
47
48

Re: the toilets at Shore Road these are an eye sore. I make sure I do not have
to use. They certainly let our area down Blue flag for water
More regular clearance of sand from the promenade
Keeping promenades clear - easier for mums / bike ride
Keep the existing facilities safe and clean.
Improved toilets and seating areas would be very welcome
Important to have toilets that are open on each beach throughout the year.

i think the beaches do well as they are, conservation of existing facilities and
49 maybe improvements to public toilets should be considered
50 I prefer conventional seats.
51 Cleaner promenades
Children designing art / picture out of recycling to cover eyesores or old
52 building to fit in better.
Beaches and promenades regularly swept and kept clear of rubbish in the
53 season
Joining up the chine and the beach at Branksome - where would the road go?
54 Not sure about pub - too much drinking already
55 Would like to see fresh water showers in Branksome Chine - 'They have none'

56

What about building a children’s activity centre/hall It could be used by local
resident in the evening for scouts, guides etc. In summer or school holiday it
could be used for a day camp/summer camp

Use the groynes as locations for art works, sculptures, with waterproof
57 paintings on existing boarding.
There should be lighting all the way along the prom from Bournemouth to make
58 it safer to walk at night.
The pictures of uncomfortable looking stone seating (makes me sound like my
Grandmother!) are disappointing. Function should be a major consideration,
people like to take their sandwiches and look at the sea and watch the world go
59 by.
The pathways down to the beaches could be lit with coloured lanterns among
60 the bushes and trees, creating a wonderful magical evening walk to the sea.
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activities and
amenities
activities, places
to eat
amenities
amenities

comment
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
comment
comment

amenities

comment
comment
comment
comment

amenities

comment

amenities
amenities

comment
comment

amenities

comment

amenities

comment

amenities
amenities

question
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities
amenities
amenities

61 Some nice garden areas with seating
62 Some kind of huts on beach for changing food temp!
Secure storage for sports equipment like windsurfers boards, kayaks and other
63 boats and ban and exclusion zones for anything with motors
64 Rebuild toilets to modern standards and maintain them properly
65 Provide more comfortable seating areas
Promenade extended between Sandbanks and Shore road and incorporate
66 lighting
Poole needs a nudist beach so that people would not need to take ferry to
67 Studland
68 Permanent seating e.g. concrete loungers as on Barcelone beach
Mosaics as public art- robust, less open to graffiti as on the floor, could have a
69 marine theme.
70 More waste bins, higher fines for people throwing rubbish
71 More secure bike bins to encourage cyclists not cars.
More safe areas to leave bikes with secure fixing for locks to be applied - more
72 lighting in chine areas.
73 More rubbish containers and more frequent emptying.
More lighting - inc harbourside walks ie Whitecliff to Poole Quay - too dark at
74 night
75 More bicycle racks along all of the beaches as there are too few as it is
Maybe provide changing rooms and lockers somewhere for people to leave
76 valuables (small charge)
77 Lots of seats and shelters that older people can enjoy when on holiday
I'd like to see some all weather "gazebos" to protect from sun or rain with cafe
78 facilities

79
80

I think the idea of water taxis is great to link beaches and the Quay, What about
lockers/safe storage for kit and valuables, if people don't have cars they need
safe storage if they want to move around.
Hire of sunbeds and deckchairs.

Showers for beach users better toilets cleaner beach and prom simple things
81 parking buses to beach.
Facilities for surfers etc to stay overnight in their campervans - also facilities for
82 visitors with camper vans
83 Extend promenade from Sandbanks to Shore Road.
84 Extend promenade from shore road to Sandbanks, haven
Community / village hall type facility for hire at Sanbanks / Shore Road for
85 family / community events (all weather)
86 Changing Pods, maybe with a shower.
87 Boardwalk from Sandbanks to chain ferry
Availability of free wifi and 'promenade’' seating/work areas for people to work
outside. The pictures on the back of the leaflet of proposed buildings etc looks
88 appealing.
89 Artificial coves for safe swimming and would stop the sand moving
90 Art galleries

91

Allow some licensed mobile traders on the beach especially down towards the
Sandbanks end where there is very little and reinstate the bins ! empty them !
this prevent people hiding their rubbish in the sand.

A slipway at lake pier west side and a beach sand deposit enlarge Ham car
92 park x 4 rows
93 A pier to give status and opportunities for commercial attractions boat trips
94 Better lighting at night. Park and ride.
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suggestion

amenities
amenities
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suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

amenities
amenities
amenities
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suggestion

amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities
amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

amenities

amenities
amenities

amenities

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities
amenities

suggestion
suggestion

amenities

suggestion

amenities

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

amenities
amenities

amenities
amenities and

transport

Why are so many beach huts never used. Dozens never seem to ever used. If
95 not used through summer rent to others

Beach Huts
Consultation

Some of the beach huts look very tired. Owners should be made to improve
96 their appearance (paint work, curtains etc)

Beach Huts
Consultation
Beach Huts
Consultation
Beach Huts
Consultation

97 Old beach huts need re-placing, existing facilities need smartening up.
98 Beach huts are very old fashioned - please a small minority.

99
100
101

after waiting many years to get a beach hut and spending a small fortune on it.
Would be very annoyed to be concerned about losing it. As we enjoy the hut
with extended family and friends.
Up grade some beach huts to include electric and water and charge a hefty
premium. Look at the possibility of 'dual occupancy' or some kind of 'timeshare'
to ensure regular feedback of beach users. to ensure a review date is factored
in

There should be more short term beach huts, and people who don't use their
102 beach huts regularly should have to give them up.

suggestion

Beach Huts
Consultation

suggestion

Beach Huts
Consultation

Advertise the rental of beach huts to the local people - I lived in Dorset for 20
105 years before I found out that you could rent 'huts'.
106 To appoint Beach Wardens
Would like the area to stay as natural as possible too much commercialism
107 would spoil it.

Beach Huts
Consultation

111

Most ideas are great - please don’t spoil it by making it too commercial, packed
overnight pods, tree studios etc great idea and goo revenue won't spoil beach
too much if done tastefully

112 Don’t over commercialize.
113 Do not over commercialise seafront
Do not commercialise the beaches. Keeping present facilities in good repair
114 and clean most important.

115 Concerned beaches and areas not to be too commercialised.
116 What type of commercial activity is envisaged?
This is one of the best 'publications' I have seen for a very long time - well
117 researched, well analysed - good ideas - well done!
Need to ensure we don't over develop areas like Canford Cliffs or Branksome
Dene where part of their appeal is that they're quiet and peaceful and we don't
want to destroy this with overnight accommodation or hotels. Decent cafe's and
118 restaurants with more
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comment

Beach Huts
Consultation

Perhaps the beach huts can only be hired by the same family for a set number
104 of years, but more than one, say three or five.

Please stop the creeping commercialisation and management of a beautiful
109 space. The balance is right at the moment
Please do not commercialise the beaches. The beaches are a wonderful asset
as they are. Yes update the toilet facilities, add better cafe facilities, improved
seating and generally improve the overall maintenance but please no high
110 rise/landmark building

comment

comment

103 Scope for more beach huts

108

comment

Beach Huts
Consultation

Beach Huts
Consultation
Beach Huts
Consultation

Poole beaches attract people seeking to appreciate its natural beauty. Its
beach huts and water/land/beach sports. It would be a shame to encourage too
many commercial retail outlets.

comment

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Beach Wardens

suggestion
suggestion

Commercialisati
on

comment

Commercialisati
on

comment

Commercialisati
on

comment

Commercialisati
on

comment

Commercialisati
on
Commercialisati
on
Commercialisati
on
Commercialisati
on
Commercialisati
on
Commercialisati
on

comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
Question

Consultation

comment

different areas

comment

Keep the quiet areas quiet. Your stats show most people are happy with the
119 facilities (apart from beach hut availability)
Get rid of boats and wind surfers from the beach side and allow them only to
120 use the harbour side
121 Designated areas for dogs/games etc. are good ideas.
122 Separate "family area" To minimise children kicking sand, screeching e.t.c.
Only that areas for people would be a good idea maybe a peaceful area or
something like that. Maybe get companies to sponsor parts of the beach would
123 also be a good idea.
124 Disabled access at Flaghead Chine.
125 I am old age person disabled walking problem
126 I am an elderly disabled lady. I don't visit beaches.
greater wheelchair access to the beach, either utilising wooden slat type
127 structures or provide wheelchairs (sponsored?) with balloon tyres
128 Greater access for the elderly and disabled.
129 Easier access for disabled people
Consider our disabled access as stated below. We accept status quo or try to
130 fit in @ quiet times. Still get problems from inconsiderate people.
It would be really good to have a wheelchair accessible beach with toilet and
131 shower facilities (very popular abroad)
132 I enjoy seeing dogs playing on the beach as long as people clean up.
133 Please do not reduce dog-walking areas for residents.
134 Owners of dog should be fined on the spot, would be nice to have a warden
No mention of dogs. The current rules are OK but would not want additional
135 restrictions brought in.

136
137
138
139
140
141
142

Make sure the dog friendly beach remains at Branksome as we walk through
the woods to the beach every week.
Keep special beaches for dog lovers
I'd like to see rigid enforcement against dog fouling and punitive penalties.
I do not expect or want to see dogs on beaches at any time of the year
Do not close beaches to dog walkers
Litter and dog mess and out of control dogs are a real danger.
Ban dogs from all beaches

Ban all dogs all the time. There is no need for beach uses' health and
143 enjoyment to be jeopardised by unwanted dog attentions and faeces
144 see keep dogs off
Move the dog areas along to the quieter places out of the entrances to the
145 beaches.
146 Dogs on leads at all times
Designated beaches for dog walkers to use, so there is no confusion as to
when you can walk your dog next to the water would be great. It would also
mean that anyone nervous of dogs would be able to go to an alternative section
147 of beach.

148

Not mentioned but a real nuisance: fireworks. Not big enough to compete with
Olympic displays. But the weekly noise disturbs and frightens wildlife, pet and
residents. Think again. Do something different.

Hold a special event annually eg ironman/woman competition, local team
149 volleyball competition, it's a knockout competition.

150

why can a beautiful beach not stay a beautiful beach? Do we humans really
need "more stimulation" everywhere we go? I want my child to enjoy nature
and learn to keep herself entertained without "artificial" influences!
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different areas

comment

different areas
different areas

comment
suggestion

different areas

suggestion

Different areas /
money
disabled
disabled
disabled

comment
comment
comment
comment

disabled

comment
comment
comment

disabled

comment

disabled

dogs

suggestion
comment
comment
comment

dogs

comment

dogs

comment
comment

disabled
disabled

dogs
dogs

dogs
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dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs

comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
suggestion

dogs

suggestion
suggestion

dogs

suggestion

events

comment

events

suggestion

General

comment

dogs

Don't like the idea of 'tall landmark buildings' The Poole beaches have a 'charm'
151 that could easily be ruined.
152 What exists is good, but small changes need doing
153 What ever you do keep it high quality

General

comment
comment

General

comment

154

We have to remind ourselves of why so many people visit our beaches - if too
much commercialism takes over it will lose many tourists - Pristine beaches
and water are paramount. Studland has few facilities but is so popular

General

comment

155

We have a considerable natural asset in our beaches 95% of Poole residents
are happy with that. Tidy the existing buildings up. Replace drainage. Then
leave it alone!! Or it will end up like Blackpool!

General

comment

General

comment

General

comment

General

comment

General

comment

General

comment

General

comment
comment

The beaches are always busy especially in high season - bringing in even more
156 people without ruining the environment has to be a balancing act
The beach is the magnet for the majority of visitors - note how many families
spend hours enjoying the quality of sand, and the access to safe sea water.
Wide expanses of clean soft sand need to be protected; sport facilities come as
157 a secondary attraction.
Sounds like too much commercializing - If we have beautiful beaches, lets try
158 and make them stay as beaches

159
160

Remember, it's a beach. Don't let it become a development of bars and coffee
shops, or an activity centre built on a beach. Build more day use beach huts,
not expensive overnight studios etc.
Please, please, please... our beaches are virtually the only part of
Bournemouth and Poole that are natural, attractive and unspoilt - keep it that
way!

Please, please can I ask you not to make the beaches look the same, we are
161 proud of what beauty we have here.
162 Allow budget hotels and bed and breakfast guest houses

163
164

Please try to avoid using too much of the beach itself for facilities - the semi
natural beach scene is its greatest attribute. Any development should reflect
and respect the natural beauty.
Please remain a beach - not an activity centre

165

Please keep the area as natural looking as possible, avoid the mistakes
Bournemouth has made with IMax and Reef. Update toilets etc. Avoid anything
garish-looking like the Imax. Keep dogs off beaches.

Please keep some of the natural features eg no development in front of sand
166 cliffs at Canford cliffs.
167 Please include Hamworthy and Lake Pier beaches.
168 Please always keep in mind - local people
Peace and quiet please. Most of us are old. There are plenty of 'Family
169 activities' in Bournemouth.
170 Nothing too modern that would spoil our now beautiful beaches

171
172
173
174
175

Not at this stage and have an open mind on the proposals. Will comment
further as the plan progresses.
Not at the moment
Not at present - i think all Poole's beaches are fantastic anyway
Must be in keeping with the natural environment.
Much needs to be done to repair and conserve ageing buildings and seats

176

Make more of the natural environment and encourage wildlife rather than more
rowdy pubs and hotels with kite-surfers and zip wires. Sand sculptures are
quite a nice attraction and things that are more related to the environment.
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General

General

comment
comment

General

comment

General

comment
comment
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General
General
General
General

comment
comment

General

comment
comment
comment
comment
comment

General

comment

General
General
General
General

Maintain what is there already - there are enough cafes, commercial venues
177 already - some are particularly tacky
Love most of the ideas. We need to move with the times and have fresh
178 modern look, like the quay.
179 Lot of good ideas

180
181
182

Lets maximise what we already have - space. Don't fill it with mini-projects that
require constant funding to maintain & resource, and what would subject the
already pressurised transport system even further.
Leave well alone
Keep up the good work.

General

comment

General

comment
comment

General

General
General
General

Keep the beach and sea views as a priority and not spoil the views, which is
183 what Poole Harbour is about.
184 Keep it all for everyone

General

Keep development to a minimum but of high quality so as not to spoil the
185 natural beauty of cliffs, sea, sand and sky
186 Keep beaches natural no amusement arcades

General

Keep beaches as beaches - playspace/ beach huts yes, zipwires, pubs, gyms,
187 shops wedding venues - NO
188 Infrastructure is very important to our town and should be maintained.
Include permanent housing/flats that blend in -using as much natural resource
189 as possible

190

In the 60s we destroyed much of Poole town character. It is essential not to
continue doing this by all means modernise where required but not for the sake
of it just because a building could go there!

Improving services and facilities has not always been a success. Expensive
191 cafes are not necessary. Stopping speeding cyclists is vital.
Improve tired and ugly areas - make beaches more family friendly orientated 192 would not to see more drinking bars
Improve facilities without spoiling Poole's natural features. Amenities require
193 refreshing
194 Improve and maintain exist facilities.
195 if the facilities were managed more efficiently we wouldn't need these surveys
196 If I could afford to live closer!?
I think the idea to invest in the beaches and generally improve the facilities is a
great idea and anything to enhance the experience for visitors and make them
more family friendly is a good thing. I noticed bike hire features several times in
197 the ideas
I think the council have tackled this in a great way. The map showing the
198 different segments and possible ideas was very imaginative.
I think any new ideas implemented need to complement the natural identities
that have evolved -they have evolved like this for a reason. More commercial
ideas are suited to the Sandbanks/Shore road, whereas free amenity type
199 improvements are appropriate
200 I think all the ideas are great and forward thinking * bikes need lanes though
I really only require that the area is kept clean and pretty much as it is. More
201 facilities = more cars, more parking problems = unpleasant environment
I believe the area should be developed within and to enhance the natural
202 beauty
203 Have decent facilities but keep the area as natural as possible.
204 Good people are thinking about the environment
205 Focus benefits more on Poole residents
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General

General

Established planning policies should continue to control investment proposals
206 to protect ambience
207 ensure a young vibrant feel
Enhance the natural beauty and accessibility -install 'intelligent' L.E.D lighting 208 involve college/ art students
209 Develop building that look run-down.
210 Continue to keep them clean and beautiful
Concentrate on maintaining natural environment. Don't ruin with gimiky
211 attractions please
Branksome Chine could be gently tidied, but it is a quiet area contrasting nicely
212 with the beach, so new activities such as crazy golf don't seem appropriate.
213 Beaches inside the harbour are just as important
214 Beach conservation, continual update and maintenance of existing buildings.
As a whole the ideas are great - well balanced to enhance the natural
215 environment
Anything that will improve the area whilst offering more reasons for people to
visit. Anything should be in keeping with the area and overall theme. Poole is
216 not Miami!
217 Anything that brings in visitors
218 Any changes made should not the beautiful natural environment
219 Alterations seem to kill nature.
All sounds great, but remember to be careful in choosing materials used as the
220 salty air will get to anything and start corroding
221 All of the ideas are great
222 All improvements should not spoil the wonderful natural area
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General
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General
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comment
comment

General

comment
comment
comment

95% of residents are satisfied at present - leave it alone! Yes spend money
223 maintaining it and conserving it but nothing more

General

comment

If it ain't broke don't fix it just keep it well looked after and please don't let it
224 become another Bournemouth.

General

comment

General

comment

General
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comment
comment

General

Question

General

Question
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General

suggestion

General

suggestion
suggestion

225

Development must be high quality but low key buildings in with the natural
environment not overpowering it. Poole does not want to become another
overdeveloped and tacky Blackpool or Southend.

The architecture along sandbanks is shoddy and scruffy and lacks a strong
226 architectural focus - this could be improved.
227 Poole Council is keeping all beaches in perfect order!!
Why do the council want more people to visit the beaches? They are crowded
228 enough.
The over all idea is great - but who is going to pay for it in this economic
229 climate? Cleaning and tidy it should suffice for now.
Updating the existing structures so they are more attractive/beach-like (rather
230 than concrete and dated).
231 Traditional seaside look and feel with a modern twist.
232 Smoke free areas. Do not make Poole a Blackpool or Benidorm location
Make the most of what is already there, such as the woods and otherwise keep
it simple. The promenade itself is a huge structure that is as boring as ... a
huge slab of concrete. Why not renovate it in sections using different materials
or whatever and integrating interesting structures or art works. I suppose that
233 would be too costly.
Look at exactly who currently use the areas and ask them what improvements
would make it better or easier to use. They are current users and can provide
234 valuable insight
235 Improve stream at Branksome Chine, smelly and looks terrible
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General
General

General

General

I think more should be made of the environment - nature reserves, trees,
236 planting etc. make it beautiful!
237 better advertising for Poole beaches less reference to Bournemouth

General

suggestion
suggestion

Guides

suggestion

Infrastructure

comment

maintenance

suggestion

money
money

comment
comment

money

comment

money

comment

money
money

comment
comment
comment

money

comment

money

comment

money

comment

Beaches are vital amenity provided by Poole and have to be paid for - an item
251 on council tax should highlight this. Parks and beach area feature of Poole!

money

comment

Anything which takes more money from the public is a bad idea. eg. overhyped
252 prices just because you have the ability to do it!

money

comment

money

comment
suggestion
suggestion

Smartly dressed guides, bright jackets, slacks or shorts to advise visitors about
238 child safety, sunburn, areas etc
Yes, real and purposeful consideration to infrastructure (access and egress
from beach areas in such a way as to make living conditions for residents
tolerable, especially in the Summer months. Too great a success would lead in
239 the end to abject failure
Whatever you build, build in a maintenance budget so after a short while it
240 doesn't become shabby and dirty.
We need to ensure that the facilities provided are income earners and the
tradition of the beach areas being maintained. If we put in the buildings
suggested then we will spoil the area for future generations. The cost of
241 maintenance.
242 Sky cafe sounds unreasonably costly to build and maintain
The activities should be funded by the people who use them, its a lovely
thought to be able to do it all but with pennies so tight the expense needs to be
243 shared.
244 Stop trying to make more money - improve services

245
246
247

I would prefer less change & therefore less investment cost because: 1) I do
not want higher council tax 2) I do not want a beautiful asset ruined by
commercial greed 3) Visitors will be put off visiting by charges
It would be a shame to spoil the beaches in pursuit of money.
It all sounds very costly at a time of recession

248

Important to not price local people out of enjoying the beach. Already it has
become impossible to live in this area and it's overly a place for "non" Poole
"born" people to visit/live

Fund Projects by beach hut income/ franchise rates facilities should be durable
249 and low maintenance
Feel strongly that the users of beach activities should pay for the
improvements. People with children should pay for children activities not the
250 tax payer.

Affordability! The vast majority of Poole residents don't have Sandbanks
253 budgets! Residents' rates welcomed
254 The money raised from the beach car parks should be used for the scheme.
255 Save the money and give it to my sons school
People using the beaches definitely help with the cost of keeping the beaches
256 and the proms clear and clean of rubbish
257 more volunteers to tidy up and keep the beach clean at all times

258

259
260

Encourage groups or businesses to "adopt" a section of beach to take a pride
in their area, especially if it is linked to their particular activity or interest. Maybe
develop a competition for the best kept section?
Why did Canford Cliffs station close? failure to invest in eco huts, security
measures 999 boxes cutting waiting lists due to tenants who loopholed
system/mansion tax will fund this/ consult retired beach workers and don't copy
Bmth!
Try to get surf reef working
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comment
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money

other

There are sufficient cafes already just ensure they are clean and of a good,
261 economic standard- tables cleared etc , sufficient rubbish bins provided.

places to eat

comment

RNLI stations on beach look brilliant. Cafes on the sand would also look great
262 but would appear vulnerable at night.

places to eat

comment

places to eat
places to eat

comment
comment

places to eat

comment

places to eat

comment

places to eat

comment

places to eat

places to eat

comment
Question
suggestion
suggestion

When the weather is nice out of season could kiosks open? there is a lot of
272 wastage of space with amusement arcades being empty upstairs

places to eat

suggestion

Food outlets could be much better - healthier alternatives would be popular.
273 Current options are ok but generally overpriced.

places to eat

suggestion

places to eat

suggestion

places to eat

suggestion
suggestion

Pubs would make the area lose its special character and encourage loud,
263 drunken behaviour.
264 pricing would be main concern - i.e. ice cream/coffee shop for families & oaps
Please do not increase junk food outlets. Poole and UK have an OBESITY
265 epidemic.

266

Licensing private catering establishments lets people invest and makes them
responsible to keep premises looking good and designed well. Annual events
are big attractions and less intrusive to locals.

It would be nice to see a more continental feel to the promenade - the odd
267 tapas bar, for example, rather than greasy spoon cafes.

268
269
270
271

274
275
276
277
278

Branksome Chine food provision is inappropriate at present (meals too
expensive or too basic). A pub might provide intermediate service
What do you mean by shell fish huts?
Undercover picnic area - all weather areas and shade in summer for families
Would welcome an all-year fish and chip kiosk at Sandbanks

Need decent cafes. Present ones are ice cream huts trying to be too posh.
What about a Cafe Nero / Costa?
Have cafes open on beach in evening (I don't mean bars)
More BBQ areas
Ice cream huts open from 1st April to 31st September.
Keep cafe open until it gets dark. More cafes, bars

If the weathers good people often stay on beach later. Unfortunately none of
279 the cafe are open. Perhaps opening late!
Fish and chip shop around shore road/ Sandbanks more water taxi points by
280 extending groynes/ creating new ones more lights in chines and prom
281 cocktail/fruit bars on beach front instead of all the old unattractive beach huts

282 Branksome dean chine would be a great place for a proper fresh fish restaurant
283 Better food facilities at Branksome Dene Chine
284 People want cafes, restaurants etc like Europe
BBQ, fire area, somewhere for beach parties where you can chill out around a
285 fire / bbq
286 BBQ areas
287 An 'all weather' barbeque v bar /cafe/ restaurant.
A restaurant - Sandbanks / Shore Road area as there's nothing at the moment
288 except one 'elite' one and in hotels
Keep our beaches clean and tidy and keep an eye on there kids on the
289 beaches
I walk from poole quay to poole park quite often. My wife and i find walking the
shared route of cyclists and pedestrians becoming extremely dangerous . The
cyclists are getting so fast an accident is certain to happen soon. So to improve
this hazard i suggest you seperate the paths between the two. Also we find the
boat repair yard is becoming a bit of an eyesore. An investment in this would
290 improve the area substantially
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places to eat
places to eat

places to eat
places to eat

suggestion
suggestion

places to eat

suggestion

places to eat

suggestion
suggestion

places to eat

places to eat
places to eat
places to eat
places to eat

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

places to eat

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

places to eat

suggestion

safety

comment

safety

comment

places to eat
places to eat

291

I sometimes cycle along the promenade and there is a conflict between
pedestrians and cyclists at busy times. I don't have an answer to this. A cycle
lane seemed initially a suggestion, but it would degrade the appearance of the
promenade if white lines
I have a concern for the increasing number of cyclists on the promenade. At
busy times the large number of pedestrians and cyclists are too much for public
safety to be maintained.
Either ban cycling or ensure the existing rules are enforced, preferably the
latter.

safety

comment

safety

comment

safety

comment

Any improvements will require improved beach security as areas could attract
294 undesirables to the area.

safety

comment

A closer eye needs to be kept on those in the sea. Jet-skis and water craft
295 need better management.

safety

comment

More care needed to control cyclists and skaters on the promenade. Elderly
296 people cannot hear them coming.

safety

suggestion

safety
safety

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

safety

suggestion

activity

suggestion

292
293

297
298
299
300

301
302

303

I think that some sort of chicane system is required to help reduce the speed
that some of the cyclist's travel at along the Sandbanks Promenade. A system
that would not inconvenience the pedestrians but would inconvenience cyclists.
Enforce no cycling regulations in summer.
Bikes on the prom are dangerous
Bike path or some way to keep children and bikes apart - both important
1. sensory barefoot walk such as at
www.trenthamleisure.com/barefoot_walk.html
2. Make people more responsible for ensuring litter is kept to a minimum - the
current level of litter is appalling, encourage people to pick up 2 pieces of 'safe'
litter every time they visit the beach and have the ability to report large or
'unsafe' items so that it can be removed by beach wardens
3. Have beach wardens on patrol to provide encouragement to beach goers to
be responsible.
4. Have designated BBQ areas
Quite concerned by some ideas beach is used all year round. Please DO NOT
introduce any more on road parking meter. £15 a day is not fair for all users not
to BBQ area
Parking space is limited and expensive especially to residence in the peak
season and off season. there should be some benefits. Access from Poole
Quay would be good even public transport or small holiday resort vehicles that
are regular. enable pe

parking prices in the summer i understand as a revenue generator. parking
304 prices in winter are wholly unreasonable.
305 Park and ride to different beach areas.
Park and Ride from Whitecliff to beaches reduced car park tariffs for local
306 residents.
307 Park and ride and plenty of cheap buses.
308 Park and ride (see question 9)
309 Make parking cheaper

310
311
312
313
314
315
316

Make all the parking free around all the beaches - so that families and people
on low incomes can afford to go to the beach.
Local people should have reduction of parking charges
Keep parking affordable Picnic benches instead of plain benches.
Free parking
Free or low cost parking out of season. No need to encourage more visitors
during summer months when beaches are over crowded when weather is
suitable.
easier bus services
Plenty of parking
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safety

suggestion
Safety
Safety

suggestion

Places to eat

suggestion

Transport

comment

Transport

comment

Transport

comment
comment

Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport

Transport
Transport
Transport

comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
comment
comment

comment
comment
comment

All the ideas are great but where and how can you increase car parking? That
317 will be crucial.
318 What about a land train connecting car parks and beach front
Water taxi to accommodate bikes. Would like to see buses with bike racks on
319 back. Need to enc. cycling to beach. Dedicated BBQ areas with facilities.
320 Special bus from Poole to beaches about 2-3 times a day
Some relief for locals on the rule of car parking please ? discount cards or
annual permit charge (but cheaper) extra availability for renting a chalet (many
321 unused)
322 Shuttle buses to Poole to Sandbanks to Shore Rd to Branksome Cheap fares
Sandbanks: as well as private bike hire, how about park and ride from Poole
323 Bus Station to Sandbanks during Summer season.

324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

Run shuttle buses in loop to all beach car parks form Westbourne and Canford
Cliffs villages
Residents should get free parking
Reduced parking prices for local, low income, pensioners
Reduced car park charges for residents.
Reduce car parking
Reasonably priced public transport from different parts of Poole.
Noddy train to run from Shore Rd to B/Dene Chine
Need to do more with car parking in Branksome area to improve watersport
access.
Need free parking or reduce the rate
move cycle lane to harbourside, footpath, reinstate roadside parking on Banks
road
More frequent tenancies
More frequent buses.

Transport

comment
suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport
Transport

suggestion
suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Transport

Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Transport

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

More disabled parking bays particularly at Branksome Chine - alternatively a
336 shuttle bus/ mini coach from Westbourne Milburn road during summer months

Transport

suggestion

More disabled parking - especially when renting a beach hut - Shore Rd limited
337 to 3 hours

Transport

suggestion

More cheap or free parking. The beach should be a place for everyone to go
338 and enjoy for free. Poorer families included (Parking fees are prohibitive)
339 mini train service

Transport

suggestion
suggestion

Increased peak period bus service to Sandbanks, some express journeys to
340 originate in Canford Heath.
341 Improve bus links from Bournemouth and Poole to all beachside areas.

Transport

I think a cheap mini-bus idea to the busier beaches in peak times would go
342 down well with local people rather than driving and parking
Have a land train so disabled people can still get to Flaghead/ Canford Cliffs/
Branksome Dene etc. Don't spoil our beaches and chines they are lovely as
they are. A cliff lift at Canford Cliffs would be wonderful for the older age group
343 who use it.
344 Dedicated Bus Service - to the beach from Poole - not stop - and return.
345 Could there be lower parking fees for Poole residents.
346 Cheaper car parking
347 Charge a lot for parking, but give residents a discount card.

348
349
350
351

Changes to create a safer access to Sandbanks car park the present
arrangement has a traffic and safety problem
Buses
Better public transport
Better bus service & connections
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Transport
Transport

Transport

Transport

suggestion
suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport

Transport

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Transport

suggestion

Transport

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Transport
Transport

Transport
Transport

352 Better bus service
353 Better bike routes
354 Better access by other means - bus / boat/ ferry

Transport

suggestion

Transport
Transport

suggestion
suggestion

Before any new ideas to attract more people to the beach are considered then
355 additional car parking must be given priority.

Transport

suggestion

as said in previous section, different areas for sports and quiet areas, improve
transport links, boat transport improvements to and from beachs this would
appeal to tourists and reduce traffic in beach areas

Transport

suggestion

Transport
Transport

suggestion
suggestion

weddings

comment

356

A road train would be a good idea. At present there is an expensive private one
357 that only runs for a few months.
358 A bus direct to each beach location regularly or designated beach buses.

359

I am unsure how weddings would work on a busy beach in the summer months
and would not want sections of beach to be cordoned off for this. Do not over
complicate the beach - it is wonderful in itself
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What would make it easier for you to get to the beach
without a car? - 590 comments
Comment
15 minute buses
A bus service which runs every 15 minutes and doesn't finish at 6 p..m.

Code 1
15 minute buses
15 minute buses

There is a car park opposite the library at Canford Cliffs (not used so much). It
should be more advertised from the Beach Car Park (Overflow)
As an OAP I rely on the car
Beach buses - from Poole in high season
lockers so that beach toys etc. could be left for other days

advertise car parks
as OAP rely on car
beach buses
beach lockers

A beach shuttle/ land train / boat links from inland sites so that the beach
experience is about peace and exercise.
Better bus service and water taxi
Better bus service and water taxis
Coastal bus route, water taxi from the harbour.
More (less packed) buses. The water link from the Quay sounds good.
Low cost beach service bus or tram
Bus or small train
improved publis transport, safer bike lanes

beach shuttle
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better bus service - park and ride - in Dorchester / Weymouth we're talking
Â£1.50 a day for a car load!
Better bus service. Park and Ride?
Better public Transport - park and ride

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Car parking is a real issue as i lived in Sandbanks for a number of years, maybe
have a more regular bus service or make it park and ride as the traffic jams
increase every year with the advent of more holiday makers unfortunately the
locals cant
More frequent & cheaper bus service. Park & ride.
Out of town parking, more buses

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Regular, cheap bus services from residential areas using buses with adequate
seating and storage - you don't travel light to the beach with children in tow!
Park and ride - the Creekmoor site would be idea, let's finally use it as a park
improved bus service, dedicated mini train service

better bus service
better bus service

Limit car park to Poole residents only. Buses from Poole bus station
Dedicated bus/mini train services
land train/ affordable buses

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better bus and cycle routes_ _ Better cycle storage_ _ Join up with Bournemouth
prom
Better bus service and good cycle lane

better bus service
better bus service

A new bus route linking all the beaches from the main bus routes could be given
a trial period to see if it is economical.

better bus service

With fewer cars on beach roads bus travel would be improved, bikes allowed on
beach roads all year
More frequent bus services, more secure bike stands

better bus service
better bus service

better bus service, bike hire, boat ferry from poole Quay regular service low cost
refunded when using our MSCP

better bus service
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Bike hire, improved bus links for non car drivers

better bus service

1) Better bus service - there are no buses from the north-west corner of
Creekmoor to town, and we have to walk all the way around Creekmoor Ponds to
the south-east part of the estate, with beach/picnic stuff and a pushchair.
A better and more frequent bus service - perhaps park and ride
A better bus service
A better bus service
A better bus service

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

A better bus service to the beach from various key points around Poole
A better bus service. In the summer they are always full

better bus service
better bus service

A bus service from Canford Heath. With the infrequency of buses now, having to
change is too off-putting. In peak times more cycle racks are needed at Shore
Road.
A bus service from Poole - not Bournemouth!
A Bus service from Poole bus station to Branksome Chine et al
A bus service the length of Sandbanks Road
A bus that starts @ Poole goes through bmouth
A decent bus service
A dedicated bus service from Poole & local areas
A far better bus service

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

A more frequent and direct bus service. Is there a service from Poole Bus Station
to Sandbanks that doesn't require a change?
A more frequent service that takes in all areas of the conurbation.
A regular bus like the M1 M2
A regular bus service.
A suitable bus service
Additional public transport in high season
An easy bus route from Merley
Better and more frequent bus service.
better and more frequent buses, like the M1 and M2 provision
Better and more frequent public transport
better bus access.
Better bus links
Better bus links from local area not just town centre.
Better bus links i.e. Poole to Sandbanks

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better bus links, the service to Sandbanks is poor and in summer very much
under provided for.
Better bus routes, loads more bike parking spaces.
Better bus servcies to later in evenings
Better bus service
Better bus service
Better bus service
Better bus service
Better bus service
better bus service through Canford Cliffs
Better bus service, every 10mins if possible.
Better bus service.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
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Better bus service.
better bus services
Better bus services & connections

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better bus services all year round. I would STOP using my car gladly if the
beaches were more accessible by bus.

better bus service

Better bus services to some of the beaches would be good. Getting to
Bournemouth is easy, but the Poole beaches are not so accessible. There is a
very limited bus service to Sandbanks and the others have very little - the No 50
to Swanage goes to Canfor
Better bus services.
Better bus timetables, residents' passes (family/group)
Better buses.
Better more regular / frequent bus services
Better public transport
Better public transport

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better public transport all times of the day, covering the evenings as well.

better bus service

Better public transport all year round._ _ Safer cycle routes ..the roads to the
beach suffer from heavy, speeding traffic.

better bus service

Better public transport especially evenings and weekends throughout the
summer.

better bus service

Better public transport including earlier and later services and public holidays and
ferry links to Quay and Piers - maybe Poole needs a Pier too!
Better public transport or park and ride
Better public transport to beaches / a road train
Better public transport, more frequent buses
Better public transport.
Better, cheaper bus routes
Better, more frequent bus service

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Better/more frequent/CHEAPER buses. Cycle parks, including ones for family
bikes.
Bus
Bus
Bus as above
Bus from Pool Stn to Sandbanks (Regular cheap service)

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Bus links from Poole Town directly to the beaches_ _ Park and ride facility for
thoose who do drive
bus or trolley vehicle
Bus route nearer

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Bus routes to the beach. Straight to the beach Parkstone - Branksome Chine etc.

better bus service

Bus service for wider areas of Poole eg. Parkstone, Branksome etc.

better bus service

bus service is poor - regular 15 min service and evening/weekends
Bus service No. 52 goes there but only in the summer silly

better bus service
better bus service

bus services from various locations straight to the beach - such as Winton,
University, and other areas around Poole

better bus service
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Bus services to Branksome Chine as before.
Bus, cycle hire (possibly free like Barclays scheme in London).
Buses as they can get nearer and are free with bus pass
Buses taxis from centre Poole (Bus station?)

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

buses that run directly to the beaches instead of going around the houses

better bus service

Buses to the Quay and Baiter more often from out areas on Sundays
By bus
By bus

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Car parking is only an issue during peak periods and it is not as bad as it was in
the 1980s/90s. Frequent and cheap buses!!

better bus service

Cheap and frequent public transport to town centre/railway station. Public
tranpsort that can accomodate beach parafanalia.
Coastal bus route in summer, running regularly.
Dedicated bus, from all areas of Poole /Bournemouth/ Wimborne
Dedicated circular bus service to beach, starting from bus station

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Dedicated regular transport to and from the beaches at a minimum cost.
Designated bus service to and from beaches
Direct bus route

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Direct bus service from residential areas. Special 'family' bus fares for beaches.

better bus service

Direct, regular public transport. Doubt that's going to happen due to seasonality
and lack of demand.
Easier and more frequent public transport thats not too dear
easier bus services

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Frequent affordable bus service especially for residents who can't afford to enjoy
their own facilities / beaches
Frequent bus services
frequent buses
frequent buses
Frequent buses and better cycle lanes.
Goo dpublic transport every day thro season
Good bus service
Good bus service
Good frequent reliable public transport

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

I live in Broadstone so unless public transport improves that is all there is
I walk but perhaps a bus service that went to all the local beaches
Improve bus links from Poole and Bournemouth
Improve public transport

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Improve the bus service to more than one an hour. Get the buses to run later at
night.
Improved bus links
improved bus service
Improved bus service.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Improved bus service/routes:need to go to bus stations to get to Sandbanks.
Improved bus services

better bus service
better bus service
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Improved public transport to beaches
Improved transport links
Increased frequency of buses.
Later last bus from Poole on Route 9
Local bus service

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

More 52 buses during summer season and maybe a couple on Sundays
More affordable public transport.
More bus routes
More buse
More buses
More buses
More buses
More buses
More buses
More buses
More buses
more buses
more buses
more buses
More buses (small local ones) or better facilities for leaving bikes.
More buses and lifts up/down to beach

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

More buses at peak periods public transport is vital to ease congestion.
More buses direct from Poole centre
More buses eg. 'shuttles' water taxi - 'Brillian idea'.
More buses from the housing estates direct to the beaches
More buses laid on during hot weather days.
More buses or at summer times ie school holidays
More buses or transport of any kind.
More buses running at peak times and later in the day.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

More buses The No 50 bus is inadequate and residents usually have to stand
and often its too full to board.
More buses to Sandbanks, very few 1 an hour currently.
More buses year round
More buses!
More buses, better transport links.
More buses.
more buses_ _ Secure Cycle racks_ _
More bus's
More direct buses on other routes, not just from Poole. Bike hire.
More frequent and direct bus links.
More frequent bus service
More frequent bus service at weekends or public holidays
More frequent bus service.
More frequent bus services
More frequent bus services
more frequent bus services_ _
More frequent buses and reasonable fares.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
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More frequent buses from April to September

better bus service

More frequent buses from Poole and Bournemouth and better bus connections
More frequent buses to sandbanks and C. Cliffs from town centre
More frequent buses. Better bus routes
More frequent busses
More frequent public transport
More public transport
More public transport links to the beaches

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

More public transport. Poole train to beach. Travel card to last all day - hop on
hop off
More regular buses
More regular buses from Wimborne.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

More regular busses from all over Parkstone/Wallisdown area regularly

better bus service

More reliable bus services. During the summer the buses to Sandbanks from
Bournemouth are already full and cannot pick up extra passengers en route, so
you have to revert to using the car.

better bus service

Much better public transport. The buses, especially from Poole are terrible,
especially in the winter. What is more the but from Poole goes such a long route
to the beach that it would almost be quicker to walk it!

better bus service

No. We have a hut and go down most days in the summer we don't have a bus to
get there from here.

better bus service

Only if the buses were re - routed - probably a summer services only.
Probably more frequent buses from Poole to that area.

better bus service
better bus service

Public transport hasn't proved viable 20mins in car or 1 1/2 hrs by bus also buses
run late buying a house near the beach!
Public transport if well publisised and people encouraged to use.
Public transport maybe.
Public transport that runs more frequently

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

published bus routes to the key destinations better cycle lane facilities
Regular bus
Regular bus service
Regular bus service / park and ride?

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

regular bus services 7 days a week from Poole bus station to all beach areas
Regular bus services year round
regular buses but not having to take two buses to get there

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Regular buses that are specifically for the beach and are not really expensive

better bus service

Regular buses. How about a fishing activity area. Employ local artists, architects
etc. Call it 'Made in Poole".

better bus service

REgular compettitive bus service without having to go into Poole and change
buses
Regular designated buses to each beach location
Regular direct buses, safe places to lock bikes up.

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service
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regular public transport
Regular, direct, cost effective buses during peak times

better bus service
better bus service

Regular, reliable & CHEAP public transport, from a wide range of origins
(themselves, located near main transport links, car parks, etc)

better bus service

Reinstate the 150/50 bus route on the Ashley Road. I always used to go by bus
Route 2 see my beach consultation
Special bus from Poole to beaches about 2-3 times a day

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

Special busses/coaches run on a regular timetable and stopping in carparks.
Starting buses from places other than Poole Twon Centre
Sunday buses to Sandbanks etc

better bus service
better bus service
better bus service

There really do need to be MORE bus links from the town centre to the beachregular bus services -then people would not need to use their cars as much.
Public transport services to the beach are pathetic at the moment. A water taxi or
water bus would be
to have regular bus services

better bus service
better bus service

Transport specifically from local areas to the beaches not just a bus system. But
something more direct from location to the beach._ _ A boat from the quay would
be helpful.
Yes - if there were regular buses

better bus service
better bus service

Yes a good bus service all summer. More bike lock areas (look at Amsterdam)

better bus service

Yes frequent bus services to all beaches not free, even for pensioners

better bus service

Yes, a better bus service from Poole Bus station, and for a direct bus to
Sandbanks

better bus service

Bigger car parks/ additional parking would just add to the congestion on popular
days, frequent shuttle bus service at weekends at peak times.
Bike bins
Bike hire water taxi
Bike hire - similar to London system
Bike hire system within Poole.

bigger car parks
bike bins
bike hire
bike hire
bike hire

Less traffic! More parking for pushbikes and lockers for valuables or clothing etc.
A secure bike lock-up

bike lock ups
bike lock ups

Good bike lock up place_ _ Subsidised bus service (the traffic down the beach in
the summer is awful and makes the environment less enjoyable)
More bike locking facilities
Places for locking bikes up safely
Safe place / more bike racks
Secure bicycle lock facilities and permission to cycle down chines.
Secure cycle storage
Confidence in the security of bike lock areas eg CCTV

bike lock ups
bike lock ups
bike lock ups
bike lock ups
bike lock ups
bike lock ups
bike locks

more information about buses/ a regular land train (not too expensive) for families
- hire bikes

bus info
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A bus pass, which I am 15 years away from getting.
A bus stop on road nearest beach.
a specific beach bus? with extra space for beach 'luggage'
Free cable car from top of chine to beach
Car is my only means transport
Cheap bus fares
Cheap bus service from town centre.
A cheap bus service
Cheaper buses or park & ride
Cheaper bus fares. Buses direct to beach, not via the bus station
Cheaper bus service
Cheaper buses and taxis
Cheaper easier public transprt
Cheaper public transport

bus pass
bus stop on nearest beach r
bus with space for beach lug
cable car
Car
cheap bus fares
cheap bus fares
cheap bus service
cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap buses

Cheaper public transport. We use the car because inc parking costs and petrol it
is still cheaper.
Free bus
More regular affordable public transport
Cheap park & ride / land train

cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap buses
cheap park and ride

Cheap Park & Ride from the town (P&R out of town is an invitation to carthieves).
Cheap park and ride

cheap park and ride
cheap park and ride

Public transport can't compete with the ease of using your own transport. Arrive
when you want, leave when want, you easier to take children and take what you
want

children

The problem we have is carrying enough toys, towels and picnic for four children,
especially when my husband is at work. I don't think I could do it without a car
especially as sandbanks is at least two buses from here. Buses don't tend to be
very frien

children

You need a car if you are a family - buses far to expensive, smelly and dangerous
A circular bus route
A cycle lane down the Avenue

children
circular bus route
cycle lane

A cycle way that went the whole distance? Remembering which buses go to
which beach?

cycle lane

Make the cycle lane along Sandbanks Road run the whole way along. Seaview
hill is dangerous to cycle down with children.
More cycle paths
Moving to Branksome Park and ride bicycle paths

cycle lanes
cycle lanes
cycle lanes

Proper protected cycle routes and special buses keep toddlers on a family beach
away from cycles, dof walkers but make paths so that they can get round behind
family beach

cycle lanes

Good cycle paths that are monitored to ensure they are free from cars. Buses
that provide value for money.
Cycle Trail Network, Tram way across the area.

cycle paths
cycle routes

Easier access for cyclists and improved facilities to securely park bikes; also
more frequent bus services to the beach from a wider area in the borough
Better cycle routes

cycle routes
cycle routes
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Better cycle routes
Better cycle tracks
Better foot paths, cycle tracks
Cycle lanes on seafront cycle parks
Cycle routes, public transport
Easier bike access

cycle routes
cycle routes
cycle routes
cycle routes
cycle routes
cycle routes

Easier bike areas - we couldn't cycle when the chidlren where young
Fully linked up cycle paths, separated from roads.

cycle routes
cycle routes

as I am in ill health with mobility car nothing would not be able to reach or use
beaches without car as it is we cannot visit the beach as often as we want to as
the car parking charges are far to high I often drive wife to sandbanks drop her of
and retu
As my husband is disabled - I have no suggestion

disabled
disabled

Because of mobility/dissability problems it would not be possibe for my wife and I
to get to the beach without a car
Blue badge holder
Disabled transport
Disabled, on street.
Disabled, so need the car / my husband

disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled

I am a disabled driver and find difficulty in walking any distance. In my case I
would need a bus stop as close to the beach front as possible, even getting a
parking space near is difficult at the height of the season
I am a wheelchair user and cannot get to the beach without a car

disabled
disabled

I am fortunate to have parents living within walking distance of the beach, so tend
to park there and then cycle or walk to the beach. The only time I take the car
close to the beach is when with my Mum as she struggles to walk down the steep
slopes. Perh

disabled

I am severely disabled, so I rely on my carer and her car, if I want to go to the
beach

disabled

I can't get to the beach without a car as I am disabled and need car parking
space as close to the beach as possible - and more disabled spaces too.
I couldn't need wheelchair for any distance.
I have limited mobility so I can only travel by car
Impossible with my disabilities
More disabled parking spaces.
Move closer to beach. More blue card spaces.
My wife is disabled and unable to walk any distance.
No I am disabled and need a car

disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled

No longer applies. As a disabled very senior widower I have had to stop driving!
No we are both disabled
Not very mobile.
Strict reservation for disabled (abused)
To a disabled person this is a stupid question
We do not feel there is a praking problem
I don't have a car - more bus routes from bus station
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disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
don’t have a car

I do not own a car.
I don't go by car.
I don't have a car
I don't use a car to get to the beach
I am unsure how you could make access easier.
Drop off spaces close to beach with park and ride

don’t have a car
don’t have a car
don’t have a car
don’t have a car
don't know
drop off zones

Some kind of dropping off point near the beaches as people take so many things
to the beach these days.
Free bus passes for local residents
free bus rides!
Free bus service
Free bus service to cut exhaust fumes
free bus service.

dropping off point
free bus passes
free bus service
free bus service
free bus service
free bus service

Free buses from car parks and along Sandbanks Road at weekends.
'Pop' train or free bus service
A free bus from an alocated car park out of town.
A free shuttle bus from a few inland car parks.
A free shuttle bus.
Free taxis?
free transport from car park to beach
Good access
Good access for prams and wheelchairs.
Satisfied as it is.
Helicopter???
'Hopper' type buses specifically for the beach.
Jettys for small boats
Extend the land train water taxi
land train / bus running to the beach
Land train park and ride
Yes, walking or bus or land train
Exten the land train or more regular buses
Extend the land train
How about a land train from poole to sandbanks
Land train
Land train
Land train would be both novel and practical
Noddy Train to run from Branksome Chine
Road train
Wider use of the land-train from town car parks.
I live close to the beach
Yes but parking rates should be reduced

free bus service
free shuttle bus
free shuttle bus
free shuttle bus
free shuttle bus
free taxis
free transport
good access
good access
happy as it is
helicopter
hopper bus
jetty for small boats
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
land train
live close to the beach
lower parking rates

Get real - create underground c/parks or over the water parking. Even fill in some
of the inner harbour.
Living at Sandbanks
Multistorey?

more parking
move
multi-storey
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Currently I would need to use at least 2 buses to reach a beach and the cost is
very high if more than 1 person is going so using the car is more efficient
economically and practically, especially if going for the day with packed
lunches,drinks,and beach
heavy bags and kit need a car

need a car
need a car

I always take the car! I'm not sure you could persuade me otherwise. Sorry!

need a car

I live in Broadstone, going to the beach without a car and with 2 young
grandchildren, plus in the winter a dog, is not really an option
If I couldn't take the car. I wouldn't go.

need a car
need a car

In summer nothing would help as we have so much stuff to carry. In winter a land
train would be fun.

need a car

It would be nicer to have options. I don;t mind cycling but with bagage this is not
an option. I'd not catch a bus, i'd rather drive.

need a car

Logistics of taking children and all the stuff you need. Very difficult to get young
kids and all their kit to the beach unless you park very close. Almost need a
sherpa trolley service... Public transport doesn't help unless you have someone
to help c
Need car so not applicable
No - living in Broadstone and an OAP - a car is vital for me
No, due to the amount of 'stuff' and the kids to carry...

need a car
need a car
need a car
need a car

People need cars as they have a lot to bring to the beach for a day out- so to
encourage people to not use cars, more needs to be available to rent at the
beach e.g. sun lounger, wind breaks, BBQs, towels etc. Also make food more
affordable.
2 new knees!
NO
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No.

need a car
new knees
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

I do not have a problem with this as i leave my car and go by bus to Sandbanks it
is delightful
It is easy already

not an issue
not an issue

It's not an issue for me. There is a reasonably good bus service and I can cycle if
I wish to. I realise that there isn't space for more car parking within easy reach of
the beaches.

not an issue

This is an issue on very few days in reality, out of the 365 days there are in the
year, and especially around the school holidays when many local residents keep
away from the beach anyway as it is far too crowded. I drive my visitor down
there drive back
Not sure
Not sure this is appropriate
Not sure, bus service seems goo.

not an issue
not sure
not sure
not sure
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Not sure...don't think you can force people to get rid of their cars.Maybe more
beach bus services but at the moment these are only viable in summer. I
suppose if there was more to draw people to the beach all year round, the extra
buses could still make

not sure

Have no option but to use the car to visit the above beaches which is why we use
our local beach.
I could not get to the beach.

nothing
nothing

I couldn't do it without a car at the times I go as I'm in the car anyway as I'm
working.

nothing

I rarely go to the beaches, but when I do, I wouldn't go by any transport other
than a car.

nothing

Not having a dog that enjoys the exercise. It would take us an hour to walk to the
beach & our arms would be pulled out of their sockets by the dog.
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing

nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing

Nothing - we have to use our own tax exempt disabled car and limited range. I
leave wife in car with view, toilet close by she cannot operate car keys.
Nothing :- 2 knee & hip replacements for Mr & Mrs
Nothing I live 5mins walk from the beach.
Nothing really - I have 2 rather large dogs!!

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing

Nothing really, public transport from Wallisdown to Branksome Chine never likely
to be good enough.
nothing would make it easier

Nothing
Nothing

Nothing would make it easier as I have elderly disabled to manage but getting the
mobile to go without cars would allow for greater disabled parking and access.
Bear in mind that they only want to be there for an hour or so, not all day.
Nothing, living in Creekmoor car or cycle is only way

Nothing
Nothing

Nothing. Car parking is essential. No car parks would mean no visits to the
beach.

Nothing

Nothing. The public transport to the beaches is awful and expensive and often full
in the summer or non-existent outside of the season. The beaches are too far to
walk to or to cycle to so have no alternative but to use a car.
People always want to park as near as possible to the beach
We couldn't - too far by bus - vv slow

Nothing
Nothing
nothing

We would always use car - due to amount of stuff you need to take with you (in
season)
Would not bother
Would not go if car parking not easily available

nothing
nothing
nothing

Wouldn't go without a car. Bus routes too long (not door to door) too unreliable
not flexible (leave when want to) too expensive for a family - and you can't take a
surf board on
Older children!!

nothing
older children

I would be quite happy to park a little way away and walk the rest of the way

park a little way away and w
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A park and ride at Whiteclff
How about out of town park and ride facility or tourist trams??

park and ride
park and ride

Make it pedestrianised during the summer. Park and ride only or land train.
a park and ride somewhere. Perhaps incorporate electric trains
Possible park and ride - more defined cycle routes.

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

A park and ride shuttle bus. More bike racks which were perhaps under a
shelter.
Park and ride? secure bike lock ups, perhaps for bags too.

park and ride
park and ride

A park and ride would be a good option, or a designated bus service from Poole
town center.
Park and ride, water taxis, more public transport.

park and ride
park and ride

A park and ride system during summer months which also caters for the disabled
A bus from park and ride at Creekmore to each of the beaches
A park and ride facility of some sort during the summer months
a park and ride scheme or cheaper public transport
A reliable frequent direct park and ride.
A shuttle bus service similar to 'Park and Ride'
Free Park & ride
If there was a bus from a park and ride type carpark
Maybe Park and Ride in summer
Moorings - Park and ride
park & ride
park & ride
park & ride

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

Park & ride could be an answer._ _ Residents should have a pass that is
subsidised providing that theuy are Poole residents and rate payers
park & ride or bus loop service would help
Park & ride.

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

Park and free ride from suitable locations. People expect to be able to use a car
in this day and age. Most people bring some form of luggage to the beeches,
either a rugs etc, picnics or watercraft and would be put off if they had to carry
large items on
Park and Ride
Park and Ride
Park and Ride
Park and Ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
Park and ride
park and ride
Park and Ride (Free bus) Bus fare paid for in parking fee
Park and Ride / small shuttle buses

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
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Park and Ride at peak is an option or make re-instate the jetty at Sandbanks?
Provide a sea route
park and ride bus

park and ride
park and ride

Park and ride during peak months. This is used widely in the South of France
with buses during the mornings and evenings with a skeleton service during the
afternoon.

park and ride

Park and ride from bigger car parks - weekends negotiate with Liverpool Victoria
for use of their Branksome Railway site
Park and Ride from Canford Heath or Merley.
Park and ride from various Poole locations to Sandbanks.
Park and ride option

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

Park and ride option that is cheaper than using beach car parksn for half day or
full day

park and ride

Park and ride schem from Creekmoor direct to Sandbanks cost to be equal or
less than parking at the beach.
Park and ride scheme
Park and ride scheme. Bicycle racks.

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

park and ride scheme_ _ maybe a 'drop off point' to allow people to drop off
people or beach necessities (secure lockers provided) so they don't have to be
carried too far and then park further away
Park and ride services

park and ride
park and ride

Park and Ride to Broadstone to Poole to Sandbanks (especially in summer)
Park and ride to different beach areas.

park and ride
park and ride

Park and ride water taxi's from Baiter, Poole Quay, 10min rota electric buses from
Poole town centre.
Park and ride, take parking congestion off local roads
Park and Ride, water taxi, bike hire and more racks
Park and ride.
Park and ride.
Park and ride.
Park and ride.
Park and ride. The Creekmoor facility is under used.
Park and Ride?
Park and ride?

park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride
park and ride

Using park and ride may be attractive to some locals/visitors but buses would
probably limit the amount of equipment most people need for a day in the sun.

park and ride

Yes, for sure. I drive to my sisters and we then walk to the beach with her dog.
Park and ride if it is financially feasible would be fabulous, this would be cheaper
than the premium prices charged on the beach car parks and would encourage
more to go t
Parking with a good cycle/foot path to the beach

park and ride
parking

1. car parking away from the beach areas with novel transport to the beach - tuk
tuks, land train, horse and carriage, old landing craft Duk type vehicles or similar
Make it cheaper
Too expensive in summer, especially for older residents
Younger legs! More energy for my body.

parking expensive
parking expensive
physical
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With all the items taken to the beach for the day you should make it easier for
people to park who are local and bring cost down.
Ride a bike it is really the best
Riding our bikes.
Wrong attitude you should make it easier with a car
A shuttle bus from bus stop?
Maybe bikes to hire - or a cheap bus to and from car park
A shuttle service to and from Westbourne or Penn Hill etc

reduced parking
ride a bike
ride a bike
should make it easier by car
shuttle bus
shuttle service
shuttle service

An all round problem solver would be a shuttle service to the beach front.
Beach bus (just for beach) shuttle service.
Beach shuttles
Better transport to the beaches, shuttle bus and Q.6

shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service

Creating a 'car - free' zone (other than residents) along Sandbanks Road etc. by
provision of a fast minibus service to/from the beach from say the Civic Centre
area. This would involve greater inland provision of multi of multi storey car
parking facil

shuttle service

Easter to Sept/ a designate bus service and return ( hourly?) to take in all main
beaches.

shuttle service

Free bus from the train station fjor passengers with valid tickets (visitors)
Free shuttle service

shuttle service
shuttle service

Frequent coach trips between car parks and beach and reverse order
Frequent shuttle bus service to and from bus station.
Frequent shuttle bus to Poole beaches (with inexpensive fares).
Holiday times - a beach hop on / hop off bus?

shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service

I think a cheap mini-bus idea to the busier beaches in peak times would go down
well with local people rather than driving and parking

shuttle service

I think this is a hard one to solve as public transport is expensive but maybe a
beach bus would be a good idea if it could be shown to people as being cheaper
than parking then it would be a success.

shuttle service

Improve bus service perhaps a cheap round robin route to beaches from Poole
Town

shuttle service

In Turkey, there are small buses which run every ten minutes or so, The bus is
called a dolmus pronounced "dolmush". These are largely privately owned
although subsidised by the local council and passengers pay a small fare
depending on distance. This me
Regular Beacon Bus - like a shopper bus - running in the summer.

shuttle service
shuttle service

Shuttle bus service during holiday times and weekends - perhaps a bus similar to
the M1 and M2 service could make a diversion along The Avenue, Branksome
Chine, Canford Cliffs (at present only number 51 is available and this is usually
full for Swanage v
Shuttle bus from more distant car parks.
Shuttle bus from Poole Town Centre. Improve cycle ways
Shuttle bus like the Christmas one's with small charge.
Shuttle bus services from Poole Bus station - say every 20mins

shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
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shuttle buses
Shuttle buses at peak times.
Shuttle buses at peak times.
Shuttle buses during the season
Shuttle buses from park and ride at Creekmoor
Shuttle buses from Poole bus station at least during busy times

shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service

shuttle from the park and ride, cost should be less than parking at the beach
Shuttle park and ride. Bus train etc
Shuttle service
Shuttle service
Taxi bus
The services of an hourly coach.
Transport from car parking areas to the train in the park and town
Train from alternate parking areas - ie roads around the coast
Train/mini rail network
Tram

shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
shuttle service
train
train
tram

As i travel by bus, which are infrequent, cant coment. But the cost of parking
seems enormous.
I regularly cycle to shore rd. And along promenade very easy
I always use the bus

travel by bus
use bike
use bus

The more people on the beach the less I like it. I'd rather walk to the beach.
Walk
Walk about two miles!
walk or by bus
Walk, cycle, water taxi
We always walk
I walk to the beach
I always walk or use the bus so it not a problem to me.
As stated water taxis.

walk
walk
walk
walk
walk
walk
walk
walk or use bus anyway
water taxis

I already cycle to the beach. Water taxi from Poole Quay would be good.
I like the water taxi idea - but it would need to be cheap!
like the idea of water taxis - unobtrusive

water taxis
water taxis
water taxis

personally it is not a problem-the waterlink sounds interesting?

water taxis

The water taxi from Poole Quay is an excellent idea but, aside from that, the
current Wilts & Dorset 52 service could be re-routed to include the Branksome
Chine beaches on its way to Sandbanks from Poole town centre. By doing this,
all Poole's beaches wo
The water taxi idea seems a good idea
Water taxi
water taxi
Water taxi - as per above
Water taxi at reasonable price.
Water taxi from the quay

water taxis
water taxis
water taxis
water taxis
water taxis
water taxis
water taxis

water taxi or ferry from Poole Quay, more frequent buses in summer and a last
bus which is later, a walking route from Whitecliff Park to Sandbanks away from
the busy road.

water taxis
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Water taxi, Beach shuttle bus
Water taxi, dediated buses
Water taxi.
Water Taxis

water taxis
water taxis
water taxis
water taxis

Water taxis from quay or a good bus service from central car parks ie. every
10/15 minutes or a road train.
Water taxis, park and ride
Water taxis. Buses.

water taxis
water taxis
water taxis

At our age (late 70s) without access I doubt we would go to the beach

wouldn't go to the beach

Probably nothing as I have young children and with all the bits we take to the
beach it would be impossible without the car
A good cheap reliable bus service from all areas

young children

Ban cars during season - use space - bikes for young - multi-transpoty to / from.
Not car park
Better service connections additional cycle routes
Don't know - but answer is definitely not park and ride - unsuitable for families
with lots of beach gear etc
Due to the fact local bus prices are so high now, thats not even something to
consider. Haven't any idea on how to help with this issue
I have a bicycle.
Is getting too far for us to walk
Moving to Sandbanks!!
no comment
Only go once a year so will drive.
Poole tax payers half price off peak times
Rarely use beach but without parking I wouldn't bother at all
regular and reliable bus service from population centres, eg. Creekmoor, Upton
etc.
There is no problem for me to get to the beach I either walk or catch the bus.
Tricky - we live in Broadstone and really, getting there by car is the only option for
us. But we tend to go out of season anyway
Very little: too expensive on the bus and too far to walk. Too much stuff to carry
on the bus, too.
Whatever makes the well-larded lose weight.
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